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MESSAGE FROM:
IRISH RUGBY FOOTBALL UNION

Des Kavanagh
“Thankfully we are now
emerging into brighter and
more promising times...”

As President of the IRFU I am delighted to
have the opportunity to extend my best
wishes to the Officers and Members of Old
Wesley RFC for the season 2021/’22.

This combined with the very welcoming
nature of your staff makes Old Wesley a very
attractive place to spend an evening in the
company of the club’s great rugby folk.

We have all experienced a very challenging
and difficult time over the past 18 months
in trying to cope with COVID 19. I would like
to extend my condolences to members of
Old Wesley who have lost family members
or friends to this awful disease and my
gratitude to all Old Wesley Members who
may have been on the front line in the fight
against the disease.

I look forward during the season ahead to
meeting many of you in attending games
and/or functions in Old Wesley. Your
hospitality is appreciated and respected by
all who have the pleasure of visiting your
club.

Thankfully we are now emerging into
brighter and more promising times,
and what is more promising than the
commencement of a new season.
Old Wesley occupy a unique place in the
history of Irish Rugby having produced many
excellent International players, coaches and
administrators for our game. You have also
worked very hard to develop your facilities
to the highest standard.

To your President Nigel Poff and Captain Iain
McGann and coach Morgan Lennon I extend
my best wishes for a successful season.

Des Kavanagh,

President
Irish Rugby Football Union
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MESSAGE FROM:

A Club for Life

PRESIDENT
LEINSTER RUGBY

John Walsh
As President of Leinster Rugby I
wish to extend my best wishes to the
players, members and supporters of
Old Wesley RFC for an enjoyable and
sporting 2021/22 Season.

I wish Club President, Nigel Poff, every
success in the role as he commences his
second season as President in what have
been extremely difficult times for our sport
as a result of the pandemic. I would also
like to wish the Club’s Executive Committee
under the Chair of Peter Squires well for the
season ahead.
The Best of Luck to Iain McGann who
continues in his role as Club Captain and
heads a side that has been very competitive
under Club Coach Morgan Lennon in
Division 1B of the AIL in recent times.
The various Old Wesley sides have enjoyed
considerable success these past few
seasons especially the J2 side and this is
a tremendous acknowledgement that the
efforts of so many club volunteers have
made as team coaches, managers and
officials to providing your players of all
abilities with an enjoyable rugby career and
a Club for Life.
I also wish to express my sincere thanks to
my Leinster predecessor Robert Deacon and
to acknowledge the tremendous work that
he has undertaken for Leinster and now as a
Leinster delegate to the IRFU.

He has been an outstanding representative
for Leinster Rugby and his Club Old Wesley.
Robert was the seventh Leinster President
from your Club, a club that is held in the
highest esteem throughout the rugby playing
world.
During my rugby career I have had the
privilege to have come into contact with
Stan Browning and Philip Orr, who have
served the Club with distinction on the
Leinster Executive and they have exemplified
all the sporting values that Old Wesley have
throughout their club. Philip’s contribution
to the IRFU and Irish Rugby has been worthy
of the highest recognition and I wish him
well in his role as an IRFU’s delegate to
World Rugby.
I would like to take the opportunity to
appeal to all players, members, volunteers,
supporters and sponsors to assist your
Club in whatever way they can during these
continuing challenging times for our sport.
As a result of the Pandemic, it is estimated
that over 11,000 Club and School fixtures
have been lost to our 73 Leinster Clubs, 120
Leinster Schools and 13 Third Level Colleges
and Universities during the past 18 months
that have impacted on our 13,000 players.
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ARE YOU
READY?
As firms across Ireland assess life after lockdown,
embracing cloud technologies fast became an
overnight necessity. For some, it has been a
challenge to provide the technology platform on
such short notice to enable their staff to keep
working,particularly to the same levels of productivity. The Firms that had already embraced Cloud
Technology were able to move quickly when
lockdown came into effect.

SureSkills, in partnership with IBM provide critical
IT Solutions and Support to several of the top
Firms in Ireland and are considered to be one of
the experts in the Legal Sector when it comes to
IT Systems. Leading Irish legal firms including
ByrneWallace, Eversheds Sutherland, Dillon
Eustace, Eugene F Collins, Hayes & Phillip Lee rely
on SureSkills to deliver technology infrastructure
and consulting services that offer flexibility –
a valued commodity in these disruptive,
uncertain times.

“As a result of the great people, impeccable technical
knowledge, and flawless execution from the
SureSkills team, our relationship has gone from
strength to strength.”
Rory Clerkin, IT Manager, Eugene F. Collins

"ByrneWallace have worked with SureSkills, a valued
Strategic Partner, for over 10 years. SureSkills remain
consistently reliable and never let us down."
John Kelly, Head of IT, ByrneWallace.

“We chose SureSkills for its complete ‘as a service’
model. Very early in our interaction with their team, it
was clear to us that they are all about customer focus.
Their technical skills, along with how they took the
time to understand our needs as a firm, meant it was a
seamless transition to the new environment.”
Paul Cullen, IT Manager, Dillon Eustace.

info@sureskills.com | 01 240 22 22

Support our sponsors

MESSAGE FROM:

A Club for Life

PRESIDENT
LEINSTER RUGBY

For Leinster Rugby, the burden of dealing
with the consequences of the pandemic
has fallen on the shoulders of over 300
dedicated elected volunteers who serve
on the 21 Leinster Committees and also to
our loyal staff. I wish to personally convey
Leinster Rugby’s thanks to each and
every one of them and indeed to all those
volunteers in our Clubs who have been
creative, inventive, adaptable and resilient in
facing the numerous challenges.
We wish to acknowledge and thank the Irish
Government for recognising the important
role that sport plays in our lives and
communities in terms of both physical and
mental wellness by allocating €85 million
to 42 sporting organisations under the
Covid-19 Emergency Fund for Sport. A sum
of €18 million was allocated to the IRFU
and a total of 59 Leinster Clubs qualified for
€2 Million from the scheme.
In addition a further €40 Million was
allocated to the Sports Capital Programme
for 2020. A total of 36 Leinster Clubs

received significant grants in 2018 and
hopefully the 56 Leinster Clubs who applied
for the 2020 Round will be successful in the
soon to be announced grants.
Leinster Rugby has, throughout the years,
enjoyed a long and mutually beneficial
relationship with Old Wesley in what is the
home of Leinster Rugby at Donnybrook.
As we continue to develop the facilities
at the grounds for the benefits of players
and supporters throughout our 12
County Province we look forward to that
relationship continuing to flourish and
develop.
Old Wesley’s excellent facilities and warm
welcomes extended to visiting teams and
supporters by so many of Old Wesley’s
members are a positive reflection as to what
Leinster Rugby aims are in promoting our
sport.
To all in Old Wesley RFC, I wish you a happy,
healthy and enjoyable fun filled rugby
season and I look forward to visiting and
renewing and making new friendships.

John Walsh

President Leinster Rugby 2020/22
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MESSAGE FROM:

A Club for Life

TITLE SPONSOR

ALL IRELAND LEAGUES

Gary Ryan
On behalf of everyone at Energia, I’d
like to say how delighted we are to
see the Energia AIL resume for the
2021/22 season.

Following the most challenging of years, the
absence of sport has been a reminder of
how important it is in our lives and we hope
that the return of the Energia AIL will help to
reignite the passion for our grassroots game
in communities across the country.
We would like to acknowledge and thank
the clubs, players, and volunteers for
their efforts to incorporate and adhere to
the health and safety requirements and
guidelines that have allowed for the safe
return of teams and supporters. This has
been a significant undertaking.

and to shine a light on the quality of our
grassroots game across the 55 clubs and 60
teams partaking in this year’s Energia AIL.
We are excited for everyone involved in the
game of rugby to get back in their clubs, on
the buses and on the pitches. After a long
period on the side-lines, we’re sure this will
be a very special season.

Gary Ryan

Managing Director
Energia Customer Solutions

This year we celebrate 30 years of the AlL
Ireland League and now, more than ever,
it’s important that we harness the power
of #PositiveEnergy that is at the core of
Energia’s commitment to rugby at all levels
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MESSAGE FROM:

A Club for Life

PRESIDENT OLD WESLEY

RUGBY FOOTBALL CLUB

Nigel Poff
As President of Old Wesley, I would
like to extend a very warm welcome
to all our friends, supporters, visiting
teams, match officials and sponsors
to Old Wesley.

It is hard to believe it is nearly a year since
we’ve seen a club rugby game (eighteen
months for most) but its back and I like
many others am excited to be looking
forward to the season ahead from our 1st
Team in the AIL to the minis on a Sunday
morning.
I would like to congratulate Iain McGann on
his re-election as Club Captain, third time
lucky that he gets to complete a full season
and I wish him all the very best for the
coming season, along with Morgan Lennon
and all the senior coaches and management.
And to every team throughout the club, I
wish you all an enjoyable, successful and
injury-free season ahead.
Over the past few years, we have had
wonderful success both on and off the
pitch and have become the envy of clubs all
around the country and this is down to all
the amazing volunteers we have in the club.
We are always looking for more from
coaches to team managers, kit personnel,
social media, video analysis, social event
management and administrators. Please
don’t be shy in coming forward.

To all our members, thank you for your
continued support throughout the last year
and that of our sponsors. I would like to
thank again our main title sponsors, Savills,
and all our corporate supporters for the
continuing generosity which helps to ensure
our club continues to thrive both on and off
the pitch. I would ask you to please, where
possible, support our sponsors over the
coming season.
Our thanks to Wayne Sheridan, as the
Club Covid-19 Safety Officer for guiding us
through the past year and I wish him well
as he steps down to continue his retirement
and thank you to Chris Steele for taking over
the role.
My thanks to our Club Chairman, Peter
Squires, and the executive for all their time,
commitment and hard work they have given
on behalf of the club, but especially so
throughout the past 18 months. Thanks also
to all those members who throughout the
year gave their time and commitment.
Many thanks to Michael Weafer and his staff
who, when restrictions did allow, had the
clubhouse open safely and welcoming for
everyone.
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MESSAGE FROM:

A Club for Life

PRESIDENT OLD WESLEY

RUGBY FOOTBALL CLUB

Congratulations are due to many. Andrew
Porter for his selection to this year’s British
and Irish Lions Squad to tour South Africa
but unfortunately as you know a cruel injury
forced him out before it started.
To Sam Illo & Ben Murphy, from our U20s
and ex mini player, Jack Boyle on their
selection to this years U20s Six Nations
Squad and again a cruel injury forced Ben
out.
To another ex mini, Ryan Baird, on making
his full Ireland senior debut and Tom Larke
on his recent selection to Leinster U18s club.
You make us all very proud.
To Brian Leveau and John Ennis on the evergrowing Touch rugby section, with well over
60 players, and with many now representing
Ireland at all levels in the game.

Last season saw the introduction of girls’
rugby thanks to the “Andrews”, Bowers &
Egan, our Club Community Rugby Officer,
on Sunday mornings in Wesley College. This
season commenced in August with the IRFU
Programme “Give it a try” to introduce girls
aged 8-12 to the game and it is great to see
the numbers increasing every week.
Thank you to Alan Chapman, yet again, and
all his team for yet another excellent match
programme.
Lastly, I would like to thank Robbie Love
and Ronan Bools for all your support and
assistance throughout the past year and I
look forward to a full season of rugby.

Nigel Poff

President 2021-2022
Old Wesley Rugby Football Club

Thanks to Andrew Bowers, Patricia Parfrey,
Dave Foulds and all the mini & youths’
coaches for all the work
throughout the season.

Tommy O’Callaghan charges for the line
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At, we come to work every day with the
same, clear purpose; to constantly strive to
exceed our own expectation of what we do.
We face every challenge. We take pride in
doing it right. We have some of the best in the
business working as one team, in an inspiring
environment so we can provide a service that
consistently exceeds our Clients’ expectations.

Proud to support Old Wesley RFC
for the season ahead.

enquiries@sonica-fitout.com
+353 1 676 5007
First Landings, Skerries, Co Dublin

Support our sponsors

MESSAGE FROM:

A Club for Life

CAPTAIN OLD WESLEY

RUGBY FOOTBALL CLUB

Iain McGann
It’s with great pride that I accept the
privilege of being named Old Wesley
Club Captain for the 2021/22 season.

Hopefully, it will be a case of third time
lucky, having been captain for the past two
seasons, both of which were cut short due
to Covid-19. Having joined the club back at
mini rugby level, it’s an honour to again be
appointed Club Captain.
I’d like to start by welcoming all coaches,
players, supporters and visiting teams to
Donnybrook. Last season was short and
sweet to say the least – following a full
pre-season, the provincial Energia Series
was introduced prior to Christmas, with a
reduced AIL schedule proposed for the New
Year.
Unfortunately, owing to Covid-19, we only
got to play three games in the Energia Series
– a tight win over UCD, a narrow loss to
Lansdowne and a win against Old Belvedere.
Unfortunately, no spectators were permitted
at any of the games. Playing our final game
of the season in October was certainly not
something we had envisaged.
The entire senior squad is extremely excited
to get going again in advance of a season
which, all going well, will return us to some
sort of normality, both on and off the field.
We’re particularly keen to be able to reengage with our members over a post-match

pint in the clubhouse, something which, I’m
sure everyone will agree, is well overdue. It
will be great to see some familiar faces on
Saturday afternoons again.
To all our club sponsors, in particular Savills,
I would like to extend a massive thank you
for your continued support. Sponsorship in
the current climate is far from a given – we
truly do appreciate the support we receive
from all our sponsors which enables the club
to run smoothly.
I would like to wish all players, coaches,
managers and volunteers – from minis
right up to senior level – all the best for the
upcoming season. I’m hopeful that we’ll have
plenty of success to celebrate throughout
the club during the year. I wish to extend
(another) welcome to this year’s Club
President, Nigel Poff, who remains in place
having held not so much as a pre-match
lunch last season! Both myself and Nigel
are extremely excited at what the upcoming
season holds, and I’d like to congratulate
him on his appointment, and wish him the
very best for the year.

Iain McGann

Captain
Old Wesley Rugby Football Club
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MESSAGE FROM:

A Club for Life

MAIN SPONSOR
SAVILLS

Mark Reynolds
“The determination and strength
of spirit long associated with Old
Wesley has become further apparent
as we navigated the challenges of the
last year...”

It is my pleasure to reconfirm Savills
commitment to Old Wesley RFC for what I’m
sure will be yet another fruitful campaign.
Savills affinity with this great club stems
from our mutual recognition of our people
as our greatest asset, and following what has
been a difficult year for all, seeing the return
of fans to support Old Wesley’s exceptional
community – from players to coaches, and
groundskeepers to bar and office staff - is all
the more welcome.
The determination and strength of spirit
long associated with Old Wesley has
become further apparent as we navigated
the challenges of the last year, and I, along
with all at Savills, wish to thank everyone
at Old Wesley for their perseverance and
dedication to the sport during the tougher
times.

For now, we look forward to the 21/22
season, to the return of spectators and
to the easing of restrictions with a new
appreciation for club rugby and all those
associated with it in Old Wesley.
I wish all the teams – from the firsts to the
women’s, minis and youths– the very best of
luck for the upcoming season. Savills is with
you all the way.

Mark Reynolds

Managing Director
Savills Ireland
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Supporting
businesses
at every step

Complete Corporate Solutions
Let us take care of the details, so you can focus on growing
your business
Each day, our expertise and hands-on approach helps our clients’
businesses run smoothly. Our broad range of services and solutions
provide you with everything you need under one roof:
•

International Expansion

•

Accounting & Statutory Audit Services

•

Company Secretarial & Company Formations

•

Tax Compliance & Advisory

•

Payroll / HR Services

About Vistra
Ranked among the top three corporate service providers globally, Vistra
employs over 4,500 professionals across 45 jurisdictions throughout the
Americas, Asia-Pacific, Europe and the Middle East.
Wherever you want to do business, we can help you get started quickly
and successfully. Through our global network, Vistra offers a tailored
service built on extensive local knowledge – freeing you to focus on your
business objectives.

For further information, please contact:
Peter Squires
Managing Director
E peter.squires@vistra.com
T +353 (1) 611 4056

www.vistra.com

DISCLAIMER: This document is subject to, and must be read in conjunction with our Legal Notice (including Disclaimer) at http://www.vistra.
com/notices. Copyright © 2020 by Vistra Group Holdings SA. All Rights Reserved.
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MESSAGE FROM:

A Club for Life

CHAIRMAN OLD WESLEY

RUGBY FOOTBALL CLUB

Peter Squires
“We have a great club here
at Old Wesley and I firmly
believe there is a lot more
we can do...”

Dear members and visitors,
I hope you and your families are keeping safe
and well.
After what has been a most extraordinary
period, it appears that the success of the
vaccination roll-out has thankfully afforded us
all the possibility of a return to some form of
normality. It will be the hope of all rugby clubs
in the country that we have an uninterrupted
rugby season ahead, allowing us to welcome
not only our fellow members, but also those
from visiting teams to our magnificent
grounds and pavilions in both Donnybrook and
Ballycorus.
It’s pleasing to report that despite the
challenges faced, our rugby club has remained
resilient throughout the past 18 months which
has only been possible through the continued
support of all our members, volunteers,
partners and sponsors.
We have a great club here at Old Wesley and I
firmly believe there is a lot more we can do, to
firstly grow our club and membership base but
also importantly broaden our appeal to a wider
and more diverse community.

We are a rugby club first and foremost,
however our club should also be a place where
all our families can come and meet, socialise
and enjoy our fabulous facilities. Whilst
obviously disappointed with the lack of on and
off field activities last season, as an Executive
and Management team we are moving with
energy and focus to build on what was achieved
before the pandemic to ensure success in the
forthcoming seasons ahead.
It’s critical that we as a club continue to look
forward. In this respect we will be turning our
focus to the future and working on a strategic
roadmap for the period to 2025.
There are a number of key areas where we as
an Executive will focus our plans:
• Excellence in Rugby Achieving Division 1A club status, staying and
competing at Premiership 1 U20 level and to
continue to increase participation at underage
level.
• Inclusivity Developing Girls & Ladies rugby and we are
also exploring introducing a disability rugby
programme.
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MESSAGE FROM:

CHAIRMAN OLD WESLEY

A Club for Life

RUGBY FOOTBALL CLUB

• Community –
Broaden our membership base and to embrace
our local community.

Our club’s facilities are second to none. We now
have use of 3 separate facilities – Donnybrook,
Ballycorus and Wesley College.

• Facilities –
Maximise use of our facilities. There remains
significant untapped potential to generate more
income from our facilities which can then flow
to supporting all our rugby initiatives.

Throughout the lockdown, we carried out some
minor maintenance on our clubhouse and it’s
particularly pleasing to see that our facilities
are in great order and ready for the season
ahead.

• Social –
Broaden the appeal of our club beyond rugby,
incorporating more social activities in our club
and to attract a broader and more diverse
community to our club.

At Donnybrook, we have a largely underutilised
hall which we wish to renovate and turn into a
high-quality space that is both accessible and
safe to help maximise participation in sport,
physical recreation and well-being. We shall be
exploring how we can best capitalise on this
opportunity and are awaiting with anticipation
on whether we will be successful with the club’s
application for sports capital grant funding.

Achieving any goals will inevitably require
significant input from our members and
will require more volunteers to realise our
aspirations. As always, we would like to appeal
to our members to offer their assistance and to
volunteer wherever possible. We all have a lot
going on in our respective lives; however I, for
one, have to say that it’s particularly rewarding
to see the impact that volunteering one’s time
can have on our club.
Our club currently fields 5 adult teams , an
Under 20s team as well as a very successful
touch rugby programme. In our underage
section, we field Mini and Youth teams from
ages 6 up to 18 years. Our continued focus on
grass roots rugby is critical to the club’s future.
Roll out of our underage rugby strategic
plan is well underway which focusses on the
development of a rugby pathway, growing the
membership and developing and sustaining
internal coaching & management structures.
We shall continue to monitor and measure our
progress against our strategic objectives which
will undoubtedly lay a stronger foundation to
developing this key section of our rugby playing
community.

Our Gymnasium has also been greatly
enhanced and the club now has in place a gym
for players (and members) commensurate with
our objective to continue to compete at the
highest level of rugby in the country (apparently
our returning President, Nigel Poff, has already
used the facility to improve his own personal
fitness in preparation for the year ahead!).
As a club we continue to develop our online
and social media presence with a huge effort
in particular being put into upgrading and
developing our club website. Our social media
on Twitter and Facebook keep our members
informed in real time, keeping us up to date
on all club news and live score feeds and live
streaming of matches on Facebook.
We would encourage all our members to
continue to engage with the club’s social media
platforms. We are also preparing to roll out
a new mobile communications and payments
platform which will further assist the club
engage with our members, teams and wider
community.
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A Club for Life

CHAIRMAN OLD WESLEY

RUGBY FOOTBALL CLUB

To our sponsors and partners, your continued
loyalty and support is unsurpassed and as a
community we are indebted for your support
and hope to repay your loyalty with interest
over the next few years. I would ask all in
our community to continue to support our
sponsors’ products or services if they can in any
way.

clubhouse activities may be hindered as we plot
a path to the safe return to social occasions at
our club. Given our relative financial strength
and the resolve of our Executive team, I am
however confident that we can turn the risk to
our advantage and be in a very strong position
to be a force across all levels during the season
ahead.

I want to especially thank our main club
sponsors, Savills, for their generous support
which is essential to the operation of the club
and to all our other corporate and personal
patrons, your financial contributions are vital.

Finally, I would like to thank all of the Executive,
our excellent staff and volunteers for their
contributions over the past year. Despite the
lack of activity , the club’s Executive team
met more often than in any previous season,
tirelessly preparing for the prospect of the
resumption of rugby and at our club.

There is no doubt that, across our society
generally, and for the sport of Rugby that the
pandemic will have long term implications. It
has affected rugby playing, training, use of the
pavilion, bar and gym and consequently, the
finances of the club and the need for all of us
to protect each other and ourselves. Revenue
generating opportunities have been adversely
affected by the restricted use of the pavilion
and bar, however our Executive and staff
have done sterling work in managing the club
finances in very difficult circumstances.
With the return to rugby and prospect of
welcoming members and visitors, it is inevitable
that the ability to generate income from

Thanks once again for your support and
goodwill in what turned out to be a very
difficult and frustrating past year and I wish our
returning President, Nigel Poff, best wishes for
the year ahead.
Keep safe and let’s look forward to an enjoyable
season ahead.

Peter Squires
Club Chairman

Ben Murphy gets the ball away.
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Wishing all OWRFC teams every success
for the 2021/2022 Season.
The team at Finnegan Menton combine traditional values, cutting
edge knowledge and future focus to help our clients be winners.
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OFFICERS OF THE CLUB 2021 - 2022

Nigel Poff

Robbie Love

President

Senior Deputy President

Ronan Bools

Junior Deputy President
Facilities Director

Peter Squires

Andrew Bowers

Neville Moran

David Jermyn

Mark Egan

Robert Deacon

Ken Browne

Ivan Sutton

Hon. Secretary

Chairman

Chairman of
Promotions & Marketing

Representative to
Leinster Branch

Hon. Treasurer

Public Relations Officer

Chairman of Rugby

Honorary Fixtures
Secretary

Trustees of Old Wesley RFC:

Des Johnson, Terry Leggett, Tennant McConnell, Brian Molloy and Philip Orr.
Acknowledgements:
Cover Design and Layout: Murray Concepts.
Printer: Continu Print, Sandyford.
Photographs: Ken Richardson and Deryck
Vincent.

Programme Committee:

Club Contact Details:

Tel:
Office: 01 668 9153
Alan Chapman, (Chairman),
Ken Richardson, Sam Moore, Email:
info@oldwesley.ie
Mark Egan and Ken Browne. Website: www.oldwesley.ie

Old Wesley RFC thank all those who contributed articles to this Programme and
all Sponsors and Advertisers for their very generous support.
For up-to-date details of all fixtures, results and events visit the website @OldWesleyRFC

www.facebook.com/
oldwesley

The views expressed by contributors in this programme are personal ones and are not necessarily those of the Club.
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Our clients include the majority of the Fortune 100 companies.
We also advise 7 of the top 10 global technology brands and
more than half of the world’s 50 largest banks.

The law firm of choice for internationally focused companies and
financial institutions doing business in and from Ireland.

Proud to support Old Wesley Rugby Football Club.

For further information, please contact Michael Hastings at
michael.hastings@matheson.com or any of your usual contacts at Matheson.
www.matheson.com

Support our sponsors
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WELCOME BACK...
...HOW WILL IT WORK?

CHRIS STEELE
Covid Officer

It is with great pleasure that
I welcome you to your Covid
compliant Old Wesley RFC
clubhouse for the coming
season.

Since becoming Covid Officer, I have
continued the outstanding work that Wayne
Sheridan accomplished and continued to
work with the Club Executive in developing
documents, protocols and guidance to
ensure the safe return of rugby at all levels,
both at Donnybrook and Ballycorus.
Following guidance from the IRFU, we
continue to update our OWRFC Covid-19
Safety Plan. A review of the plan is also
completed when we trial a new approach or
guidance and subsequent updates added or
removed.
Any member of the club who steps onto the
pitch for either training or a match must
complete an online Personal Assessment
Declaration. As last year, if anyone says “no”
to any of the answers they are reminded that
they should not attend the session and show
personal responsibility in doing so.
The basic HSE protocols continue to be
followed as well, including hand sanitising
as they enter the pitch, sanitisation of
equipment at the end of each session,
coughing and sneezing etiquette shown,
washing hands after visiting the toilet and
wearing face coverings when moving around
inside the clubhouse.

In the clubhouse itself, we have continued
to follow the guidelines and protocols from
Failte Ireland. There are signs around the
clubhouse which we ask our members and
guests to follow, to help with reducing the
spread of Covid-19 in our community. At
the time of print we are currently offering
table service only and if you are availing of
the clubhouse hospitality, we are asking you
to sign in so that we have contact tracing
information.
Following the announcement from the
government at the end of August, we are
continuing to open up the clubhouse. We
can once again cater for corporate functions,
fitness classes, private functions, meetings
and along with providing our usual high
standard of catering, we also provide a
safe, socially distanced, ventilated and
mechanically sanitised venue. For details
on bookings and availability please contact
Michael on (086) 397 0479
or info@oldwesley.ie
If you would like any other information on
any of our Covid-19 related issues and
how we are continuing to open our facilities
please contact myself on Covid19@
oldwesley.ie We hope to see you all soon
again in our facilities both in Donnybrook
and Ballycorus.
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JOHN ROBBIE
John Robbie went to The High
School, and played on the 1973
Senior Cup Team that won the
Leinster Schools Senior Cup.
He then went on to captained
Trinity to win the Leinster Senior
Cup in 1976. John was capped
for Ireland that year, against
Australia, at the age of just
20 years. He then captained
Cambridge in 1978 and scored
17 points in the Varsity Match
win over Oxford. He represented
both the Irish and British
Universities and captained the
Barbarians.
It’s amazing to read and hear rugby’s
reaction to the recent Lions tour to South
Africa. It was great that it went ahead in
difficult times but the criticism heaped on the
Boks is OTT in extreme. Next they will blame
Rassie Erasmus for Covid-19, Afghanistan,
world poverty and climate change! That
sums up South African feelings on the tour.
We won! Stop whingeing!
When Rassie took over the Springboks they
were below rock bottom. Losses to Italy,
a hammering by Ireland and shipping fifty
seven points, not once, but twice, to the All
Blacks were seen as, and were, a national
disgrace. Former coach, the likeable but
ineffective, Allister Coetzee, had tried to
bring about an expansive game and it
backfired spectacularly. The same scribes
who are criticizing today were the ones who
then bemoaned the decline of traditional
Springbok rugby. Memories are indeed short
and selective.
In just two short years, Rassie worked
from the ground up and produced a team
and pattern that best suited South Africa’s
resources. He won the Rugby Championship,
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John won nine caps for Ireland
and toured South Africa with
the 1980 British and Irish Lions.
He also captained Leinster and
Greystones. He toured South
Africa with Ireland in 1981 and
emigrated there that year. John
won 83 caps for Transvaal
and sat on the bench for the
Springboks four times and
played for them on the internal
tour in 1985, however, no caps
were awarded. John was voted
one of South Africa’s ‘Players of
the Year’ in 1987 before retiring
from rugby the following year.

the World Cup and then faced the mighty
Lions with no test rugby experience for well
over a year and also a serious Covid-19
outbreak to deal with. It was obvious that
he would use the same formula in the tests.
He was coach in all but name. So what!
Semantics!
The Springbok rugby was certainly not
pretty. It was relentless and physical and, my
goodness , it was ruthlessly efficient and it
was a close run thing. But he won. Job done.
The Lions, instead of expanding play and
trying to use up the sparse Springbok supply
of petrol tried to match them in an arm
wrestle. They fell into the trap and lost.
Like the much celebrated, in Ireland at least,
Jack Charlton soccer team, Rassie made
the Boks extremely hard to beat. Instead of
blaming him, critics should be asking Warren
Gatland how come, with the cream of four
countries to select from, he could manage
but two push over tries in the whole test
series? Why was Finn Russell ignored for so
long? Look in the mirror please. This is the
mood in South Africa at present and who can
blame us?
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On reflection, in my day, I don’t remember
Old Wesley running the ball much with their
magnificent pack to play to - or Munster
against the All Blacks!
I believe Rassie, as Director of Rugby, will
now build slowly on his success. In addition,
to the current game plan, we will see more
adventurous play being folded gradually into
the mix. Cheslin Kolbe and Makazoli Mapimpi
must see more quick ball if the Springboks
are to start destroying opponents rather
than just winning.
Players such as these and Lukhanyo Am
provide inspiration for the millions of poor
kids in SA who have never had a real chance
in rugby. If only the government and sports
bodies here would realise it and put more
into school sport. That’s not Rassie’s main
priority, however. His is to keep winning or he
will be discarded. That is the South African
way. In rugby at least.
As for the infamous video? Rassie was hugely
annoyed at Warren Garland’s subtle, but
ultimately successful, attempt to influence
the TMO in the first test. “Sauce for the
goose” was employed and Rassie made his
video in response. “Who leaked it? “ is the
big legal question as, in private between he
and World Rugby, the video itself wasn’t a
problem. It was going public. I suspect we
know who did it. Unlike Warren, Rassie is not
subtle.
The result was we had
Test officials too scared to
make quick decisions and
the endless replays slowed
the second Test to a crawl
and this didn’t use up
Springbok petrol. The rest
is history and South Africa
is celebrating a miraculous
return from the nadir of
the game to its summit.
So don’t criticise them.

It is rugby itself, not the local hero
Springboks, that has the dilemma. As an
advert for the game ,as opposed to an
arm wrestle that can be appreciated by
aficionados, especially forwards, the recent
series was not good viewing. Don’t blame
Rassie. His job was to win and restore pride
and he did. He is now a local legend. If he
alone is sanctioned for the video expect a
backlash. Sir Clive did the same in 2005 after
the O’Driscoll incident remember? What of
Warren? Sauce for the goose?
Until rugby comes up with a safe way
of enticing forwards back into the loose
exchanges, creating rucks and mauls, and
thus space out wide, a limited but ruthlessly
efficient game plan will be hard to beat. It
was ever thus in the rugby game. That is a
part of it.
What about the All Blacks you say? They
seem to have cracked it. Yes, but if all played
like that they would win every time. That
style suits them to a tee. Does rugby want
every side to mirror every other one as per
Rugby League with its six sets and then a kick
every time?
Surely, part of rugby’s appeal has always
been the variety of tactics available to suit
teams with different strengths. Think Cardiff,
think my old team Pontypool in the good old
days of Welsh club dominance. In the end,
expansive play triumphed over conservatism.

Robbie Henshaw looks to
side step Siya Kolisi
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I was there and the games were fantastic
between the two.
Don’t get me wrong. At times I also longed
for the Springboks and the Lions to cut loose
in the recent series. I found the endless
box kicking a bore. I longed for an intricate
set piece move to cut apart the opponents
defence and to see off-loads setting
explosive runners free. I longed for counter
attack as per JPR or Andy Irvine or Tony
Ensor.
Running rugby is fabulous but only constant
attack makes the game like basketball
not rugby. There is and always has been a
place in rugby for caveman tactics, Wardy.
The beauty has been that coaches like the
great Carwyn James, Chalkie White and Ian
Robertson were often able to beat it with
flair. Interesting that none of them coached
their respective country. Why not?
As long as our game is a challenge between
two sides striving for victory, don’t complain
when coaches and teams take up that
challenge in order to win.

However, if you tinker with the laws too
much beware of the one that involves
unintended consequences. Remember “Use
it or lose it” was intended to make attacking
easier, and it did?
Everyone attacked. Then top coaches reacted
by improving defence beyond all recognition.
D suddenly had great currency. It’s called
evolution.
World Rugby has to balance safety, the
essence of the game being one for a variety
of physiques and the need to pay vast
salaries via broadcasting revenue that
depends on attracting new viewers. It is not
an easy job and good luck to them.
It was great that the Lions Tour took place
in South Africa, a country that needs some
good news. Well done to all the players and
management for enduring the bubbles with
good grace. Let’s use the same emotion to
deal with the challenges that face the rugby
game and not scapegoat an intelligent,
passionate and hugely competitive coach.
Love to all at Old Wesley.

John in action for the British
and Irish Lions in 1980
against South Africia.
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ENERGIA ALL IRELAND LEAGUE
PREVIEW 2021-2022 SEASON

KEN RICHARDSON

After a year and a half with no AIL matches
players and spectators alike will be hoping that
the competition will proceed as normal this
season. At the time of going to print, there is
strong optimism that all matches are going
ahead as scheduled.

Next it’s St Mary’s away. Once Old Wesley’s
bogey club, we eventually broke the rot a few
seasons ago. The last three meetings have
seen solid wins for Old Wesley, but don’t
expect an easy ride from the former
Division 1A side.

The competition will be the now familiar league
of 10 clubs with each team playing the others
on a home and away basis. Nine games will be
played from October to December, and then
nine games played in mirror image order from
January to April.

Navan will count themselves lucky to be
playing in Division 1B. Prior to the cessation
of the competition in March 2020 they were
rock bottom of the table considerably adrift
of the others. Unless their squad has changed
drastically, Old Wesley will be targeting home
and away wins against the County Meath side.

Promotion will be the top finishing team
gaining automatic promotion, and 2nd, 3rd
and 4th in a playoff with 2nd from the bottom
in the higher division. The bottom team will
be automatically relegated with 2nd from the
bottom in a similar play off.
Old Wesley start their campaign with a home
fixture against Shannon, ending the campaign
with an away trip to Thomond Park. Last
season (2019-20) it was honours even with the
away team prevailing on each occasion, and
by just one score. Expect physical encounters
against the once powerful Limerick club.

Naas has become a more recent bogey team
for Old Wesley with matches nearly always
resulting in a hard fought one score game;
none more so than the league promotion
semi final of 2019. The Kildare side has parted
company with coach Dan van Zyl, which adds a
bit of an unknown factor to their form.
The number two Ulster side in the AIL, Malone
has also proved a difficult hurdle for Old
Wesley. Although Old Wesley has finished
ahead of Malone in the two years that we have
met in Division 1B, the Belfast side has won 3 of
the 4 encounters.
Only one year in Division 1B, Highfield
were heading for almost certain automatic
promotion before the 2019-20 season was
abandoned, so they will be like a bear with a
sore head this season.
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James O’Donovan ready to go
into contact against Shannon
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It was honours even between the two sides that
season but the Cork side recorded a big victory
in the away fixture. Old Wesley will need to be
on top of their game against this dangerous
side.
Matches against Old Belvedere have seen
some tight results. Old Wesley won by just a
point in the last meeting, with a late score, and
there were two draws in the previous two years.
Don’t expect anything different this season
against another former Division 1A side.

Old Wesley has won four of the last five
matches against Banbridge. However the
Northerners have consistently finished in the
top half of the league table in recent years.
They must also be rated one of the top teams
in Ulster.
City of Armagh provides the back to back
opposition this season. It’s been four wins out
of four for Old Wesley since the sides first met
in the competition in 2018. Wesley will be keen
to maintain the record in what is always a key
time of the season.

Division 1B Fixtures 2021-2022 Season
2nd Oct

H

Shannon

15th Jan

9th Oct

A

St Mary’s

22nd Jan A

Banbridge

16th Oct

H

Navan

29th Jan

H

Old Belvedere

30th Oct

A

Naas

19th Feb

H

Highfield

6th Nov

H

Malone

26th Feb

A

Malone

20th Nov A

Highfield

5th Mar

H

Naas

27th Nov A

Old Belvedere

26th Mar A

Navan

4th Dec

H

Banbridge

2nd April H

St. Mary’s

11th Dec

A

City of Armagh

9th April A

Shannon

H

City of Armagh

Fixtures are correct at time of going to print but may be changed by the competition organisers.
Always check the Old Wesley website for confirmation of match dates and times.

Harry Noonan bursting through
the Belvedere defence last season
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SEASON REPORT:
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COACH SENIOR RUGBY

Morgan Lennon
New Energia Conference “This was a fantastic and exciting
challenge to play against 5 sides who
were currently plying their trade in
Division 1A of the All Ireland League.”

A very truncated and frustrating 2020/21
began with limited training during July. As
always, the players worked incredibly hard.
With quite a number working from home or
attending online lectures, unable to go into
offices or universities. Many moved back
home to save money and try and keep their
sanity due to the increasing rental costs in
the city.
We began the season with a warm up game
with Wanderers FC. With a full squad, we
had a tough physical encounter which
blooded some new players and got everyone
up and running again. The Leinster Branch
and IRFU had initiated a new competition
called the Energia Conference of which we
would be playing in Division 1. This was
a fantastic and exciting challenge to play
against 5 sides who were currently plying
their trade in Division 1A of the All Ireland
League.
We began the Conference with a game
against UCD in Donnybrook in early
September. It was as always a fast paced and
exciting game against the students. As it was
the first competitive game there were plenty
of mistakes and tired bodies towards the
end. In the end some scrum dominance,
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led by Harry Noonan and Cronan Gleeson,
meant that we came out on top on a
scoreline of 18-14.
The following weekend we would travel
to the Aviva to take on Lansdowne. They
fielded an extremely strong side featuring a
number of ex-professionals. The Old Wesley
players acquitted themselves in an incredibly
skilled and physical manner throughout
the game and despite the loss of tight head
Cronan Gleeson early in the first half, we had
young Sam Illo on the bench, who came on
and made an instant impact.
The very powerful Lansdowne maul was a
handful all day and it garnered three tries.
Wesley responded from being 21-8 down
at one point to haul themselves back into
the game playing some fantastic rugby in
the process. With the game tightly poised
coming in to the final minutes and Wesley
winning the breakdown battle in defence in
particular, we took the lead.
However, in the last minutes Lansdowne
again used their experience to get back
down the field and pip the visitors, winning
by 29-27.

A Club for Life

Back at home again we played nearest rivals
Old Belvedere and after a very bright start
which yielded no points we found ourselves
12-0 down! There was a level of frustration
as we reached the water break and things
started to build after that. Nathan Randles
scored his first try for the club after some
fantastic play down the left with Thomas
O’Callaghan.

Unfortunately, as we prepared for our fixture
at home against Terenure we were locked
down again and rugby matches finished for
the season (although we were not to know
that at the time). We continued to train and
work away with no real end in sight. The
players and management were obviously
very disappointed as we had a good start to
the new Energia Conference.

Many chances came and went and some
excellent goal kicking left us in the lead at
the break 19-12. Belvo scored a penalty
early in the second half to bring them within
touching distance but tries from Ben Burns
and Ben Murphy opened a comfortable lead
towards the end of the game. It ended 30-18
in our favour.

I would like to note two very tragic incidents
that affected the squad during the second
half of the season. The very sad death of
Hannah O’Dea, sister of JJ, after a very
short illness. Also, the death of Donnchadh
Phelan’s father, Denis, in the early part of
2021. The squad as a whole really felt their
pain and hurt, and we would all like to
send our condolences to both of the boys’
families.

Morgan Lennon
Head Coach

Tom Kiersey prepares to offload to James O’Donovan
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Some of the deals that kept us busy recently …
Sale

of
Openet to Amdocs plc
for $180M

Acquisition
of
Hickey’s Pharmacies
by Uniphar plc

Sale

of
O’Driscoll O’Neill to
Arachas

Strategic
Investment
Sale of a minority
shareholding
(Valuation $1.2Bn)

Sale
of
Nualtra to Ajinomoto
Cambrooke

Refinancing
Refinancing of the
Uniphar plc debt
facilities

Sale
of

Minority stake
minority
stake

Fundraising
&
Strategic Advice

Sale

Of Digitary to
Parchment Brentwood Associates

Paul Keenan

Eamonn Hayes

Jamie McConnell

Alan Dunne

Executive Chairman
pkeenan@capnua.com

Director
jmcconnell@capnua.com

Managing Director
ehayes@capnua.com

Director
adunne@capnua.com

www.capnua.com

Support our sponsors

Senior Squad 2020 - 2021
Iain McGANN
Captain 2021-2022
Age: 30
Second Row
Height: 6ft 5in
Weight: 108kg
Real Estate Asset Manager

Educated at Wesley College, this is Iain’s third year
as Senior Captain. Iain joined Old Wesley as a six
year old and progressed through Mini and Youth
sections, before making his AIL debut in 2009. Iain
has been a Senior team stalwart, entering his twelfth
season with the Senior Squad. A member of the
U21 Pennant winning team in 2010 and represented
Leinster at U19s level.

Emmet
BANAHAN
Age: 25
Scrum Half/
Centre
Height: 6ft 2ins
Weight: 94kg
Marketeer

Educated at Gormanston
College. U20s All Ireland
winner with Navan. 4 All
Ireland’s in rugby League with
Longhorns. Previous clubs
Navan and Boyne RFC. First
season with Old Wesley.

Stephen
BOYLE
Age: 33
Back Row
Height: 5ft 11in
Weight: 95kg
Electrician

Educated at Mount Temple,
Stephen represented Leinster
‘A’ Schools and Leinster
Youths. He started his rugby
with the Old Wesley Underage
section. Ninth season with the
senior squad.

Shane
BRENNAN
Age: 28
Wing/Centre
Height:6ft 2in
Weight: 98kg
Bank Official

Shane was educated at St Kierans
College, Kilkenny and Maynooth
University. He has previously
played for Barnhall and
Blackrock. He has represented
Leinster Section A schools. Third
season with the Club.

Thomas
BULFIN
Age: 27
Centre
Height: 5ft 10ins
Weight: 85kg
Trainee Solicitor

Educated at Kilkenny College
and University College Dublin.
Thomas has played for both
Bective Rangers and UCD.
This is his third season with
Old Wesley.

Ben
BURNS
Age: 26
Hooker
Height: 5ft 10in
Weight: 90kg
Co-owner of The
Coffee Exchange

Educated at Castletroy College,
Limerick and UCC, represented
Munster at U19 and U20 levels.
Played previously with both UL
Bohemian and UCC. Awarded
Old Wesley Senior ‘Player of
the Year’ in 2020.

Zac
BURSEY
Age: 21
Second Row
Height: 198cm
Weight: 90kg
Student

Educated at The Kings
Hospital, Zac follows a proud
family tradition of playing for
the senior squad. He started
his rugby career with the Club
Minis and progressed through
youths to U20s.
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Ian
CASSIDY
Age: 30
Scrum Half
Height: 6ft 1in
Weight: 86kg
Digital Marketing

Educated at Wesley College. Ian
represented Leinster Schools and
U19s. Won Div 2A 2014-15 “Player
of the Year” award. A former Club
Captain in 2015/16. Ian’s second
season back, since returning from
San Diego.

Tim CLIFFORD
Age: 28
Out Half
Height: 6ft 1in
Weight: 90kg
Business
Development with
Salesforce

Tim played with Highfield and UCC
before joining Old Wesley.
He went to College in Galway
where he also played with
Buccaneers. Sixth season with
the senior squad.

Michael
CLUNE
Age: 25
Centre/Wing
Height: 6ft
Weight: 87kg
Dentist

Educated at CBC Cork, Michael has
Fraser McMullen U20 All Ireland
and Bateman Cup honours along
with two Munster Senior Cup wins.
Second season with Old Wesley
having previously played with UCC
and Cork Constitution.

Bill
CORRIGAN
Age: 22
Centre
Height: 6ft 1in
Weight: 80 kg
Student

Educated at Wesley College and
UCD, Bill was on the winning team
of the Vinny Murray Schools Cup in
2015-2016. Played with Old Wesley
U20s for two seasons and this season
is his fourth season in the Old Wesley
senior squad.

Jack
COSTIGAN
Age: 29
Centre/Full Back
Height: 6ft
Weight: 80kg

Educated at PBC Cork, Jack was
a Munster Schools Cup winner.
Represented Munster at U18s and
U20s. AIL winner with Cork Con
2018-2019. Previous clubs Cork Con
and Trinity. First season in the Old
Wesley senior squad.

Eoin
DEEGAN
Age: 21
Centre
Height: 6ft 1in
Weight: 95kg
Student

Educated at Cistercian College
Roscrea, Eoin played for the Clubs
U20s for two seasons and was
awarded U20 ‘Player of the Year’ on
both occasions. Second season in
the senior squad.

Ed
DOYLE
Age: 26
Back Row
Height: 6ft 4in
Weight: 109kg
Recruiter

Educated at Marian College
and UCD. Ed played for Leinster
Youths from U16s-U19s. A
previous member of Wanderers
FC, this is his fourth season with
Old Wesley RFC.

Will
FAY
Age: 23
Backrow
Height: 6ft 3ins
Weight: 103kg
Treasury Analyst

Educated at CBC Monkstown,
Will has played with Leinster at
U18-U20 levels and with Ireland 7’s
at uU18 level. Previously played with
Lansdowne. Second season with the
senior squad.

Paul was educated at Presentation
Brothers College, Cork and UCC.
Represented Munster at u18/19s. Played
for UCC, Cork Con and Sunday’s Well.
He captained UCC in 2016. Represented
the Irish Club side for 2 years and was
Account Management awarded the Old Wesley Senior ‘Player of
the Year’ 2018-2019.

Paul
DERHAM
Age: 28
Back Row
Height: 6ft 2in
Weight: 102 kg
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Business Consultant
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Educated at CBS Nenagh and played
for Munster at U18, U19 and U20 levels.
Represented Ireland at U19s. Played for
Nenagh and represented the Connacht
Eagles. Represented the Irish Club side
in both the 2017-2018 and 2018-2019
seasons. Recently played professional
rugby for San Diego Legions.

Conor
GASTON
Age: 31
Full Back/Wing
Height: 6ft 1ins
Weight: 93kg

Educated at Coleraine Inst. N.I.,
Conor played for Ulster at U19
and U20 level. Played for Ulster,
Dungannon and Stade Aurillac
in France. First season in the Old
Wesley senior squad.

Cronan GLEESON
Age: 27
Prop
Height: 6ft 3ins
Weight: 118kg
Co-owner of The
Coffee Exchange

Prior to joining the Club, Paul played
rugby in Australia for four years and
previous to that he was a Buccaneers
player for six years. A former Old
Wesley Club Captain, this is his
seventh season in the senior squad.

Alastair
HOBAN
Age: 30
Backrow
Height: 6ft 1in
Weight: 95kg
Operation Officer

Educated at Clongowes Wood
College, Alastair played at U19
level for Leinster. An AIL winner
in the 2012-2013 season he has
previously played with Tralee RFC,
Lansdowne FC and Battersea
Ironsides Rugby Club in London.

Eddie HORAN
Age: 27
Backrow
Height: 5ft 10ins
Weight: 85kg
Mechanical
Engineer

Educated at Kilkenny College and
University of Limerick, Eddie has
previously played with Gorey RFC
and UL Bohemian. Second season
with Old Wesley.

Educated at CBC Monkstown, Callum
played on the CBC Monkstown team
which won the Vinny Murray Cup.
Joined Old Wesley last Season from
Seapoint RFC. First season in the
senior squad.

Stephen
KEANE
Age: 21
Backrow
Height: 6ft 1in
Weight: 96kg
Student

Educated at St. Andrew’s College,
Stephen has been a member of Old
Wesley since he was 8 years old,
playing for Mini and Youths and two
seasons with the U20s. Played for
Leinster U19s. Second season in the
senior squad.

Sam
KENNY
Age: 22
Prop
Height: 6ft 2in
Weight: 112kg
Student

Sam was educated at Wesley
College. He has played for Leinster
U18s and played on the winning team
of the Vinny Murray Cup in 20152016. Played for Old Wesley u20s,
this is his fourth season playing in
Old Wesley’s senior squad.

Daire
FEENEY
Age: 24
Backrow
Height: 6ft 2ins
Weight: 100kg
Information Officer

Educated at CBC Cork, Daire has
previously played with UCC. He
captained UCC in 2018-2019 season
against Old Wesley in the AIL playoff. Second season in the Old Wesley
senior squad.

Paul HARTE
Age: 34
Wing/Centre
Height: 5ft 9in
Weight: 82kg
Recruitment
Consultant

Callum
KAVANAGH
Age: 23
Loose Head Prop
Height: 6ft 1in
Weight: 118kg
Student

Tecnology Consultant
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Dr. Nathan
Cardy
BSc PGC PGC PhD MISCP
Chartered Physiotherapist

+353 (0)87 363 4412

www.donnybrooksportsmedicine.com
Discounted Physiotherapy for
Old Wesley RFC Members

Proud to be partnering with
Old Wesley RFC for 2021 / 2022 season

CHARTERED PHYSIOTHERAPY
- Orthopaedic Rehabilitation
- Back and Neck Pain

- Sports Injury Management
- Knee Injury Specialist

@ db_sportsmed
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Jack
MAYBURY
Age: 24
Outhalf / Utility Back
Height: 6ft
Weight: 85kg
Student

Educated at Wesley College, Jack
played Senior rugby for the school for
two seasons. He played for the Old
Wesley U20s that won the Purcell Cup
in 2015. Jack joined the Old Wesley
Mini Section at 5 years of age. Sixth
season in the senior squad.

Paddy
McKENZIE
Age: 21
Out-Half
Height: 6ft
Weight: 88kg
Student

Educated at East Glendalough
School, Paddy joined from Wicklow
RFC last season. He has represented
Ireland at U18 Clubs, U18 Schools
and Leinster A at under 18, 19 and
20 levels. Thrid season with senior
squad.

Craig
MILLER
Age: 26
Scrum Half
Height: 6ft 1in
Weight: 82kg
Farmer

Craig was educated at Kilkenny
College and was Captain of the
Senior Cup Team in 2012-2013. Craig
previously played with UL Bohemian
RFC and this will be his fifth season
with the senior squad.

Josh
MILLER
Age: 23
Outhalf
Height: 5ft 10in
Weight: 80kg
Student

Educated at Kilkenny College,
Josh represented Leinster at both
u18s and u19s level. Played two
years with Old Wesley U20s. Fifth
season in the senior squad.

Brendan
MONAHAN
Age: 29
Full Back/Centre
Height: 5ft 11ins
Weight: 85kg
Data Scientist

Educated at Christian Brothers
College, Cork. Second year with the
Old Wesley senior squad following
spells with UCC, Austin Blacks in
Texas, Cork Constitution and Belfast
Harlequins.

Ben
MURPHY
Age: 20
Scrum Half
Height: 5ft 9ins
Weight: 77kg
Student

Educated at Presentation College
Bray, Ben has represented Ireland
Schools in 2018 and 2019 and went
on to play for Ireland U20s in 2020.
Second season with Old Wesley
senior squad following a spell with
Clontarf.

Harry
NOONAN
Age: 21
Prop
Height: 5ft 11ins
Weight: 103kg
Student

Educated at East Glendalough
School, Harry has previously played
for Wicklow RFC and Greystones
RFC. Harry has been capped for
Leinster and Ireland at both U19s
and u20s levels. Fourth season with
the senior squad.

Howard
NOONAN
Age: 18
Hooker
Height: 185cm
Weight: 99kg
Student

Educated at Temple Carrig School,
Howard has represented Leinster
and Ireland at U18s, U19s and u20s.
Joins Old Wesley this season straight
from school.

Tom
O’CALLAGHAN
Age: 23
Wing
Height: 5ft 9in
Weight: 80kg
Student

Educated at CBC Monsktown and
UCD. Tom has represented Leinster
at U18, U19 and U20 levels. Played
for Ireland U18s, 7’s. Previously
played with Lansdowne FC. Fifth
season with Old Wesley RFC.
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JJ
O’DEA
Age: 23
2nd Row
Height: 6ft 6in
Weight: 100kg
Student

Educated at St. Patrick’s Classical
School, Navan. Represented Ireland
at U18s and U19s level. A member of
the Irish Club squad for 2019-2020.
Previously played with Navan RFC.
Fifth season with Old Wesley.

James
O’DONOVAN
Age: 25
Centre
Height: 6ft 4in
Weight: 104kg
Coach

Educated at Wesley College and
Trinity College, James won a Vinny
Murray Cup Medal with Wesley
College and has represented Ireland
at 7’s. Fifth season with Old Wesley,
having previously played with Trinity.

Robert
O’DONOVAN

Educated at CBC Cork, played U20s
for both Munster and Ireland. Was
a member of the Munster academy
and played 6 times for Munster A.
First season with Old Wesley, having
previously played with UCC.

Charlie
O’REGAN
Age: 28
Scrum Half
Height: 5ft 10in
Weight: 81kg
Business Analyst

Charlie was educated at Christian
Brothers College, Cork and UCC.
Charlie has played for Munster at
U18, U19 and U20 levels. He joined
Old Wesley in 2018 from UCC and
this is his fourth season in the senior
squad.

Donnchadh
PHELAN
Age: 30
Second/Back Row
Height: 6ft 4in
Weight: 104kg
Health & Safety Officer

A native of Galway, Donnchadh
graduated from NUIG in 2015. Played
with Corinthians RFC and represented
Connacht at U18, U19 and U20 levels.
Sixth season with the Old Wesley
senior squad. Winner of the inaugural
Doug McCoy Trophy in 2019-20 season.

Josh PIM
Age: 25
Wing Forward
Height: 6ft
Weight: 98kg
Marketing
Executive

Educated at Clongowes Wood College
and NUI Galway. Josh played for
Clongowes Wood College SCT in the
final of the Leinster Schools Cup
in 2014. He has also represented
Connacht U20s and Connacht A.
Joined from Galwegians. Fifth season
with the senior squad.

Reuben
PIM
Age: 22
Backrow
Height: 6ft 3ins
Weight: 103kg

Educated at Kilkenny College and
Trinity, Reuben represented Leinster
at Schools, U19s and U20s. Won his
colours in Trinity in 2019. First
season with Old Wesley.

Sam
PIM
Age: 25
Backrow
Height: 6ft 4ins
Weight: 101kg
Execution Trader

Educated at Kilkenny College, Sam
has represented Leinster at U20s
level. While abroad he played for
the University of Queensland in the
Queensland Premiership and he also
played in Hong Kong. Represented
Irish Students and Dublin University
FC. Second season with Old Wesley.

David
POFF
Age: 25
Centre
Height: 5ft 11ins
Weight: 90kg
Personal Trainer

Educated at Wesley College, David
has represented Leinster at U19 and
U20 levels. He is also no stranger to
the club, having played at all levels
of mini and youth rugby. Seventh
season in the senior squad.
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Age: 25
Tight Head Prop
Height: 187cm
Weight: 112kg
Financial Services
Consultant
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Eoin
QUINN
Age: 18
Fly Half
Height: 5ft 11ins
Weight: 83kg
Student

Educated at CBC Monkstown
he played Leinster U17, U18 and
U19 and joins Old Wesley straight
from school. First season in the
Senior squad.

Nathan
RANDLES
Age: 24
Winger/Fullback
Height: 6ft 3ins
Weight: 92kg
Project Controller

Brian
SHORT
Age: 21
Backrow
Height: 6ft
Weight: 95kg
Student

Educated at Colaiste Chroabh
Abhann, Brian has captained the
Old Wesley U20s and previously
played with Wicklow RFC. Second
season as a senior squad member.

Craig
TELFORD
Age: 35
Hooker
Height: 6ft 2in
Weight: 110kg
Analyst

Andrew
VINCENT
Age: 21
Wing/Fullback
Height: 5ft 6ins
Weight: 70kg
Student

Educated at St. Andrew’s College
he was part of the Old Wesley
U20s team that went unbeaten
in Premiership 2 in 2018-2019.
Second season in the Senior squad.

Ewan
WATSON
Age: 18
Scrum-half
Height: 174cm
Weight: 70kg
Student

Mark
ROBINSON
Age: 27
Second Row
Height: 6ft 4in
Weight: 93kg

Educated at St Andrew’s College,
he was a member of the SCT from
2009-2013. Mark has come through
the Mini and Youth rugby sections
at Old Wesley since starting at the
age of seven. Entering his seventh
season in the senior squad.

Craig was educated at The Kings
Hospital and played for Trinity
College on leaving school where he
was a member of the Senior Squad.
Represented Connacht U20s and
played for the University of Western
Australia. Tenth season in the senior
squad.

Michael
TRIGGS
Age: 27
Back Row
Height: 6ft 1in
Weight: 100kg
Post Grad Student

Educated at Kilkenny College.
He has represented Ireland at
U20 and Leinster at U19 and U20.
He joins Old Wesley from
Lansdowne FC.

Educated at CBC Monkstown.
Ewan joins Old Wesley this
season straight from school.
First season with the senior
squad.

Dave
YOUNG
Age: 22
Hooker
Height: 6ft
Weight: 105kgs
Student

Starting out at minis level with
Thurles RFC, David captained the
Kilkenny College SCT reaching the final
of the Vinny Murray Cup. Captained
Old Wesley U20s in 2019 and was part
of the unbeaten Old Wesley U20s team
the previous year.

Educated at Ardscoil Rís and a winner
of Division 1B of the All Ireland
League with Shannon RFC, Nathan
was also a winner of the U19s interpro
series with Munster. Second season in
the senior squad.
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DONNYBROOK PERFORMANCE
A NEW Gym in the Heart of Dublin 4

The fully equipped 90sq metre gym floor is a
perfect space for Personal or Semi-Personal
training sessions. So whatever your level, be it
beginner to advanced, there is a place that will
help you achieve your desired result.
Give David a call on 087 919 9767 to plan and
book your fitness journey today.
Energia Park
(Donnybrook Stadium)
Donnybrook, Dublin 4
info@donnybrookperformance.ie
6am to 9pm Monday to Friday
9am to 2pm Saturday

“David really helped me gain confidence in
exercises I had struggled with due to previous
injuries, allowing me to push on with my goals
while guiding me through. David has a great
way of making training enjoyable while offering
the support and information needed to push
me to my goals. I can’t recommend David highly
enough as a trainer.” Andrew Scanlon
“The plan included a gym program along
with getting some better eating habits
that I had been struggling with. Working
with David for the last 5 months has
simply been a pleasure, he has been so
helpful and personable, and my results
are all because of his guidance and
knowledge.” Andrew Egan

As you would expect we are fully compliant with the current COVID-19 regulations.
As these are subject to change please check www.donnybrookperformance.ie for the latest updates.

Support our sponsors

2021- 2022 SEASON COACHING
AND MANAGEMENT TEAM

Morgan Lennon
Head Coach

Alan Large
Coach

David Rowley
Coach

Darren Horan
Coach

David Jermyn

Graeme McCoy

Pat McDonald

Mark Maybury

Jimmy Byrden

Nathan Cardy

Eric Cullinane

Charl Malherbe

Team
Manager

Assistant Team
Manager

Assistant Team
Manager

Physiotherapist

Assistant Team
Manager

Physiotherapist

Assistant Team
Manager

Strength &
Conditioning
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Where education
meets innovation

At Folens our promise has always been to create content
that helps students achieve their best possible learning outcomes.
Our success has been based on our close working relationships with schools,
teachers, pupils and parents. Not only responding to their current needs,
but also developing products for the future. This truly collaborative approach,
provides the insights which allow us to deliver our content, in formats that
work best for teachers and students, both in class and at home.
Our promise now extends to creating exceptional blended
learning solutions across print and digital, which we believe, will make
a real difference to how we all approach the future of learning.

Support our sponsors
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UNDER 20’S RUGBY

ANDY MILLER MANAGER
“One game played and one
trophy won. The dreams of
‘Team of the Year’ began in
earnest.”

The 2020 – 2021 U20 season was, no doubt,
as frustrating for everyone involved within
the squad as it was for everyone in the club
and our community in general with great
hopes for 2020/21 only to be dashed on a
number of occasions, given the scale of the
global pandemic of Covid-19.
That said, the team started off the season
with some excitement with our first match
against Terenure in Lakelands and the
annual Gerry Olin Memorial trophy to play
for. Leading 10-7 at half time with tries
from Stuart Jackson and Andrew Ross and
following a very nervy 2nd half and a solitary
penalty from Dylan Butler the score finished
with Old Wesley winning the cup with a 13-7
final score. One game played and one trophy
won. The dreams of Team of the Year began
in earnest.
In the final warm up game ahead of the
league we played St Mary’s at home in the
first weekend of October. Trailing at half time
7-22 with our try from Luke O’Reilly which
was converted by Stuart Jackson we left
ourselves a lot to do. We scored early in the
second half with another well worked try by
O’Reilly but while keeping Mary’s scoreless,
as we did with Terenure in the previous

game, we were not able to add any more
points to our tally and the match finished
12-22 to St. Mary’s.
So that, in a nutshell, was our season
and while we were able to have a number
of socially distanced training sessions
before Christmas it was not until the May
Touch competition that the squad had any
meaningful on pitch activity. It was a credit
to the players, coaches and backroom
team that kept the morale up in the squad
through various WhatsApp quizzes, banter
and fitness programmes, designed to keep
the lads in shape through a very difficult
period for us all.
One of the most successful events was
the U20 drop kick challenge with great
efforts gone to by a number of players,
Dan Thompson, Adam Strong and Max
Merren, to name a few. Other strength based
challenges saw Henry O’Hagan managing
over 25 hand stand press ups, which is quite
a feat.
The new season will start with last year’s
McCorry Cup to allow the overage players
have some U20 experience which they were
very unlucky not to get at all.
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At the end of the season we had another
challenge that was one that we hadn’t
anticipated.
For the past four years Ronan O’Donovan
has been the Head Coach of the U20s and
has led the team from Premiership 2 of
the JP Fanagan league to winning
Premiership 2 in his second season to now
entering our 3rd Season in Premiership 1.
This is a great achievement for the club and
the important role that the U20s play in
developing players for our senior squad and
adult rugby moving forward.
Ronan and his family have made the difficult
decision to relocate back to Cork for family
reasons and finish as the U20s head coach.
We would like to sincerely thank him for
the hard work, effort and incredible energy
that he has put into this team over the past
4 years and the work he has done to build
up a great coaching and backroom team to
ensure that our uU20s are in a great position
to move forward in Premiership 1 competing
with the top clubs in Leinster.

U20s departing
coaches Darren Horan
and Ronan O’Donovan
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We were delighted that the club has
appointed Ian Dumbleton as his successor.
Ian was the assistant coach to Ronan,
also joining four years ago and spent two
successful years as the forwards coach with
the U20s before taking a role with the Senior
squad, where he has been for the past two
seasons as their Skills and Defence coach.
Ian is the head coach of the CBC Monkstown
schools SCT team and has also coached St
Andrews College SCT. Ian will add a great
deal of knowledge and experience coming
into the U20s set up following his time with
the senior squad, we look forward to what
Ian will bring to the team in the coming
years.
We are also delighted to have our new
under 20’s backs coach, Rory Stynes.
Rory will need little introduction having
represented the first team with huge
distinction, amassing an incredible 200 plus
appearances for the first XV and scoring a
massive points total along the way.
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UNDER 20’S RUGBY

No doubt he will be missed as a player but
he will be a huge addition to our coaching
staff and we are really excited about the
dynamic coaching set up assembled.
Finally, after two years in his role as
Forwards coach, Darren Horan will be
joining the Senior Coaching squad as their
new defence coach. Darren is another 1st
team stalwart and former club captain and
it is great to have such great players now
embarking on exciting coaching careers
with the club they represented with such
distinction.
Both Andrew Egan and Conor Lavelle will
continue in their roles as U20s Scrum Skills
and Attack coaches. Dean Ryan again brings
his enormous experience as our Strength
and Conditioning coach. Finally, we are very
lucky to have such an impressive backroom
team who will remain in place and thanks
to Declan Keane, Bernard Raftery, Declan
Melvin and James Garvan (Physio) for their
generous and valued commitment.

I am sure you agree that these changes will
once again show the great importance that
we place on our U20 academy. We would
like to wish Ronan, Carol and their family all
the very best on their next adventure and
the new appointees the best of luck in the
new line ups roles across both the U20s and
senior squads.
The closer we align these two squads
moving forward, the stronger the club will be
in the future

Andy Miller

U20 Team Manager

Classic lineout take sees Jake Brownell secure ball for Wesley
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Garden rooms designed and
built for all sporting events

Everyone at Greenstone wishes
all teams great success for
the 2020-2021 season

G R E E N S TO N E
LANDSCAPE DESIGN
& CONSTRUCTION

Contact: Ross Farrell
29 Ardagh Drive,
Blackrock, Co. Dublin.
Telephone: 087 958 4262

Email: info@greenstonelandscapes.com
Website: www.greenstonelandscapes.com

THROUGH THE LENS

Dan Sheridan
Dan Sheridan, photographer
at Inpho Sports Photography
and official photographer to the
British and Irish Lions.

Dan Sheridan was introduced to Old Wesley
by Ray Walker, former head coach.
The Club has had a big impact on his life, as
he met his wife Nicola at a player’s dinner.
They now have two sons currently playing in
mini rugby at the club.
Dan loves the opportunity to go back and
shoot games whenever he can, although it
can be difficult as a sports photographer,
but with his many friends in Old Wesley he
makes the trip down whenever time allows.

It is the dream of most rugby players to
make it on a British & Irish Lions Tour.
For photographer Dan Sheridan of Inpho
Photography, founded in 1988 by Billy
Stickland, he has now been on four of them.
His first trip coming in 2009, taking him right
up to the 2021 trip to South Africa.
“I went as the official photographer in 2009
when Inpho Photography had gotten the
contract to work with the Lions, which was
the first time ever that a photographer went
in that capacity. Before that, the Lions had
never had a photographer in with the team
like that, so that tour was exceptional. I
had never been to South Africa, and am a
massive Lions and rugby fan, so it was an
honour to be there.”
Sheridan has been a sports photographer
since 2005, and is easily able to identify
his favourite image from that first tour. In
fact, it is among his favourite pictures ever.
“We visited a township, and just to witness
what the Lions bring to people outside of
their own community is amazing to see
and to be so close to. I captured a picture
of Brian O’Driscoll with a little boy on top
of his shoulders, and the emotion that the
boy had on his face was fabulous. His smile
at meeting a superstar rugby player, it is
something I will never forget.”
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Moments like these are what makes Lions
tours so special for Sheridan, who gets to
be in position to capture them, and as the
official photographer, there is far more to
cover on a daily basis outside of training
sessions and game days. “As a photographer
with the team, you need to be able to be
personable with the players so they get to
know you, but also know when you need
to be discreet and hidden. Especially in
moments like team meetings and in the
changing room.”
Are there any tips that Sheridan has to
appear out of sight but still take those all
important pictures? “Well I am five foot
seven so you’ll usually find me hiding under
a table in the changing room!” Comparing
previous tours to 2021, with Covid-19 a daily
concern this time round, and the experience
that Sheridan had in that environment from
before, really stood to him in South Africa
with the group.
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“The Lions have grown so much, and I’ve
changed as a photographer too, but myself
and Alun Wyn Jones have been on tour
together going back to 2009. If you can
gain the trust of the players early, then they
won’t notice you and they’ll do different
things in front of the camera and you will get
way better images.
You don’t want to be in people’s faces with
a camera, so if you’re not seen in a changing
room, you will get the moments. Especially
when they are emotionally sad, players will
still be themselves and show that emotion in
front of you.”
The access may have been more restricted
for obvious reasons this time out, but there
are always pictures to be gotten on a dayto-day basis. “It is not just training and gym
work and the matches. Obviously they are
incredibly important because it is all about
the rugby, but recovery for players can be
good fun. Obviously it was a bit different (in
South Africa in 2021), but playing games in
the pool, shooting underwater with them
and just having a bit of craic.

Exhausted - Alun Wyn Jones, Iain
Henderson, Tom Croft and Sam
Warburton having given their all.

Support our sponsors
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DAN SHERIDAN
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Then, on days off, if they go to play golf,
shark diving, bungee jumping, they are
brilliant events to shoot. Especially when
you’re involved in it and can get up close
and get some really good images.
Which brings us to another one of Sheridan’s
favourite pictures during his time with the
Lions, taken during the drawn 2017 tour to
New Zealand. “There was a lovely picture
from this tour (from the win over the NZ
Barbarians), where the lads were knackered
after the game, just exhausted.
It is moments like that where you have
to recognise the opportunity to get a
potentially great picture, and to be discreet.”
Clearly then there is work to be done always,
and every day is long. Even more so, when
you consider Sheridan is also supplying
media across the four nations with imagery
from the tour for publication as well. Not
that he sees it this way at all, as spending
time with the players, management and
backroom staff in this way is a truly unique
and fantastic experience.
“Portraits of players is one of my favourite
things to do. So if you can bring out the
personality of a player by knowing who they
are and what they like. I get such enjoyment
out of that, and again it goes back to having
established a relationship with them early
on. Truly though, you can come up with a
million things to do each day, but you also
have a list of requirements that you have to
get done as well.”
Any last points from Sheridan before he
continues preparations for a new rugby
season? “Obviously the 2021 tour was
unique and not like anything I had ever done
before. But the camaraderie that the group
had in how they came together in those
circumstances was fabulous.

Photographically it was another challenge,
but we realised we had this massive
opportunity to record something that was
so unique with the players being in a bubble
together.”
Last, last question… does Sheridan have a
person that, throughout the various tours,
they have just really gotten on with and
enjoyed being around?
“Alun Wyn Jones as I said has been on all of
the tours that I have, so I’ll have to pick him,
but that’s a hard one!”
“I get on very well with him, unbelievable
rugby player and one of the strongest people
I have ever met. Yeah, just great on and off
the pitch. There is another man though, a
bit older and a real storyteller. Paddy “Rala”
O’Reilly. He’s a genius.
If you were having a day where you needed a
cup of tea and five minutes for a pick me up,
go to Rala’s room. I always have a camera
there because players go and mingle, it’s
great for pictures!”
Dan’s pictures from the four Lions tours
can be viewed at www.inpho.ie, alongside
everything else he has shot, and he is
already looking forward to 2025’s trip to
Australia. At that point, fellow tour stalwart
Jones may not be there alongside him,
although given his seemingly indestructible
nature, that is not a certainty.
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FUNCTIONAL, SAFE AND STYLISH WORKWEAR
BY BLAKLADER
To find out more information about the many benefits
of Blåkläder please contact
Gerry Nathan, Ireland Country Manager
gerry.nathan@blaklader.com.

Support our sponsors

JUNIOR RUGBY THEN AND NOW, OR
30 YEARS OF JUNIOR RUGBY
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STUART KINLAN
“Unlike junior players of today
who regularly use the club’s
state of the art gym, the only six
pack back then would be a six
pack of cans consumed ”

I have been involved in junior rugby at Old
Wesley for the past 30 seasons, except for
a handful of seasons when I was involved
with the seniors. During this time, there have
been many changes and I would like to share
my thoughts on some in this article.
Back in the 90s the club fielded 7 teams
every week from the 1st XV down to what
was then known as the 3Ds. When the end
of season cup competitions commenced this
increased to 9 teams with the 3Es and 3Fs
playing in the Guilfoyle and Greenlea Cups
respectively. There was never any problem
fielding teams for these cups.
These days, junior rugby is considered from
the 3rds down - encompassing 3rds, 4ths
and 5ths teams - with the 1st and 2nd XVs
being viewed as senior teams. Back then the
3rds were the 4ths, and the 3Bs were the
5ths.
Training took place twice a week on Tuesday
and Thursday. The 3rds, As and Bs would
train in Kilgobbin and 3Cs and 3Ds trained
on the back pitch in Donnybrook. I don’t
know which was worse, the trek halfway
up the Dublin mountains with the high
probability of ice-cold showers, or training

on the back pitch in Donnybrook that would
resemble Sandymount strand when the tide
was out. The training lights at that time were
also so bad that they were dangerous.
Up to the 90’s, silverware was scarce at
junior level in the club, but our fortunes
changed during the early 90s and silverware
started to regularly appear behind the bar.
Current junior coach Graham Richmond and
I were lucky to be part of the famous Killers
Bs that did the double in 93/94. We played
24 matches that season winning all 24.
These days our junior teams would play no
more than 20 matches.
Most lads kicked the weekend off after
training on a Thursday night and it wouldn’t
be unusual to leave the club or the Step Inn
in the early hours of the morning after a feed
of pints and numerous games of darts.
A selection committee met on Monday and
they picked the sides from the 1st XV down.
Team sheets were pinned to the notice board
in Kilgobbin and Donnybrook on Tuesday
before training, so you knew exactly which
team you were playing for at the weekend.
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Unlike junior players of today who regularly
use the club’s state of the art gym, the only
six pack back then would be a six pack of
cans consumed in the changing rooms after
a match; and weightlifting was deemed to
be lifting pints or large bottles in the bar
afterwards.
The first aid kit back then was simply
stocked and would only contain four items’
– a tube of deep heat, a large jar of Vaseline,
an industrial sized roll of cotton wool and a
glass bottle of water. If you were lucky, you
might find the odd spare stud stuck in the
Vaseline which was left open from the week
before.
Back then, you brought your own jersey and
typically there was always at least one guy
who hadn’t managed to wash their jersey
for a few weeks – much to the disgust of the
more sensitive nostrils in the team, usually
members of the backline. The smell of sweat
and deep heat in the changing rooms was an
aroma unlike no other and would be enough
to make you pass out.
Regularly on Saturdays and Sundays all
pitches in Kilgobbin would be in use and one
tradition that never changed was the cup of
tea and rich tea biscuit afterwards, served by
Frank Chapman.
The league structure back then was different
too with more country teams and trips to
the likes of Carlow, Tullow, Navan or Dundalk
were a regular occurrence, often resulting
in many Sunday dinners being ruined. A
favourite stop off on the way back from
Carlow was the Sportsman Inn, known back
then as the swinging tit. There were always
trays and trays of sandwiches there to
welcome us upon our arrival. The owners
had obviously done their homework and
the cost of a few sandwiches was a small
investment to make on the back of a bumper
afternoon’s takings for the bar.
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Considering there were no mobile phones or
social media, it was also rare for players to
cry off. You would often meet team mates in
Leggs or Buck Whaleys at 3 in the morning
and would discuss tactics ahead of your
match that afternoon. This pre-game ritual
often resulted in many a chunder on the
slopes of Kilgobbin on matchday.
During the Celtic Tiger years, junior rugby
suffered, with clubs struggling to field teams
and Wesley were no different. Long gone
were the days of fielding 6 or 7 teams. At
one stage we were struggling to field a 4ths
but we always managed to get 15 bodies on
the pitch, even if it meant an aged coach or
manager standing on the wing. I recall one
trip to Carlow playing for the 2nds and only
14 turned up. The coach at the time was the
recently retired Robbie Love, our current
Senior Deputy President. Robbie was mad
for it and was probably secretly delighted
with the short numbers.
He had no boots but managed to find a pair
in the lost property that were 2 sizes too big
as well as a pair of green GAA shorts. Cards
had only been introduced back then and
sure enough Robbie saw yellow. We ended
up winning the match against a very strong
Carlow side that included a number of their
1sts. Robbie was voted ‘man of the match’ by
his fellow teammates in the changing room
afterwards, and he still shares this story
regularly at the bar if you are unfortunate
enough to lend your ear to him in a moment
of weakness.
Thankfully numbers have steadily grown
over the past several seasons and we have
fielded a 5th team consistently for the last
number of seasons and had even entered a
6th team in the cup for season 2019/20 just
prior to the Covid-19 pandemic unfolding. All
teams in the club are spoilt with the facilities
we have today.
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The 4G pitch, modern floodlights and state
of the art clubhouse allows junior rugby to
train one night a week on Wednesday on the
main pitch in Donnybrook from 7.15 - 8.45
regardless of the conditions.
Communication between coaches on
selection, training set-up and fixtures has
been greatly enhanced through today’s
modern technology. Each team also have
their own individual team WhatsApp groups,
so communication to players is instant.
Gone are the days of the team sheets posted
on notice boards before training, with teams
either announced at the start of training on
Wednesday or in the days prior to the game
via WhatsApp.
These days, all teams’ jerseys are laundered,
saving the precious nostrils of this
generation. First aid kits are fully stocked,
cones and rucking bags are provided
for warm-ups and a physio is usually in
attendance at all junior games.
We’ve enjoyed great success over the last
number of seasons, with our three junior
teams winning multiple leagues and cups,
appeasing fears in the club that the new
trophy cabinet would not get any use!
The branch revised the leagues several
seasons ago and are now based around the
metropolitan area, so gone are the full day
away trips to the far corners of Leinster –
the furthest away fixture our teams have to
face this season is to Rathdrum in Wicklow.

A Club for Life

teammates to catch up and have the banter
after an extended period apart.
The club’s Covid-19 plan was in place, so
training took place safely and in accordance
with the Government restrictions in place at
that time.
By the time this article goes to press, we
will have played our first matches in 18
months in the O’Connell, Moran and Winters
Cups, with the 3rds making the final of the
O’Connell Cup. Speaking to lads, they really
are delighted to be back and playing with
their mates and hopefully there will be no
further disruptions this season.
We have the small matter of a junior tour to
Spain to look forward to which was originally
due to take place in May 2020 and hopefully
it will go ahead at the end of this season – as
long as Robbie Love still has the money!
The foundation of junior rugby is its
volunteers, and over the last 30 years, we
at Old Wesley have been very fortunate to
have an abundance of these in the form
of coaches, managers, touch judges and
selectors. Each volunteer who has been
involved has given a little, and sometimes
more, back to the club once they’ve finished
playing.

Our 3rds play in Metro 2, 4ths in Metro
4, and the 5ths in Metro 6, with the new
league set up allowing for more competitive
matches and ensures that teams are largely
of a similar standard.

Currently, each junior team has a minimum
of 5 on their coaching and management
setup and we have had some new additions
to the junior coaching and management
set up this year. Andrew McCrann and Alan
Johnston have joined the 3rds, while Eoghan
Copeland has joined the 4ths. The 5ths
remain the same, with the exception of Tom
O’Brien offering his services in a playingcoaching consultancy role.

During the Covid-19 pandemic, we trained
when restrictions allowed and during the
summer, we played tip in our pods in line
with Government guidelines. This was a
great success and allowed for friends and

To our President, Nigel, who spent many
seasons heavily involved in junior rugby
and to Robbie and Ronan, many thanks for
your support and here’s hoping for another
successful season at junior level this year.
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MINI AND YOUTH RUGBY
CO-ORDINATOR

PATRICIA PARFREY
What a strange season! Is
training allowed or not?
What are the Protocols
to follow? Will we even be
allowed to meet outdoors?
mini.youth@oldwesley.ie

These were the thoughts that many of us
had following the abrupt closure of all public
gatherings in March 2020. The season of
2019/20 came to a screeching halt, and we
all retreated to our 2km and 5km zones.
As the “new” season of 2020/21 loomed, a
big effort was put in by the Club Executive
and Volunteers to get us up and running,
developing a Covid-19 Return to Rugby
Guideline and Protocol document for
rugby that was in line with the Government
guidelines at the time. Mini & Youth Rugby,
together with elite rugby groups, could
train under strict protocols and our Sunday
morning training sessions were back up and
running both in Ballycorus and Donnybrook.
All our members, players, coaches, and
volunteers took it in their stride and
acclimatised themselves quickly with the
new normal – mask wearing, hand sanitising,
filling out health declaration forms prior to
training, following our one-way system for
arriving and leaving the grounds, training in
pods of 15 and all of us keeping 2m distance
from each other. Great credit must be
given to our coaches for keeping all players
engaged and coming back each Sunday, even
though no contact rugby was permitted.

Parents were only too delighted to have
somewhere else to go other than their home
or local park and, for some, it was even a
nice way to be able to travel outside their
5km limit.
We took a break mid-December as families
got ready to celebrate Christmas. However,
we were unaware that it would be another
4 months before we would meet again
for training after additional Government
restrictions forced us to delay our return
to rugby. Despite this, everyone enjoyed an
extended season till the end of June - which
was a first for mini and youth rugby at the
club. Our season ended on the 27th of June
with a traditional BBQ. which everyone really
appreciated and enjoyed and special thanks
to Chef Tom O’Brien, master of BBQ cooking.
We would like to thank Wayne and Glenn
Sheridan for the enormous work they put
in regarding the health declaration forms to
enable us to return to playing rugby safely
and keeping us all in line, and up to date,
regarding the various Covid-19 restrictions
and guidelines, which changed regularly
throughout the season.
We hope to welcome back parents, players,
coaches, volunteers in September and that
matters will have improved significantly to
allow players to play proper rugby. See you
all at the side of a pitch soon!
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MY LIONS’ ADVENTURE

WAYNE BARNES

At the start of my refereeing career,
whistling around the county of Norfolk as a
student, I would often jump on a train out
of Norwich, with the destination station
memorised and a phone number written on
the back of my hand.
When the train pulled in, I called the number
and the chairman or fixture secretary of the
home club would pick me up, drive me to
their clubhouse and then deliver me to the
referees changing room.
It felt like I was back at university when
I disembarked at Edinburgh airport on
Sunday 27th June. A phone number to call
and not sure what was in store for the rest of
the day. With Covid-19 restrictions in place,
I would be hitching a ride with the British
and Irish Lions team all the way down to
Johannesburg.
So as the Lions slept up front, BIL the Lion
Mascot and I kept each other company at
the back of the plane.
Twelve years ago, for the first time in rugby
history, referees from England, Ireland and
Wales were appointed to referee matches
between the Lions and the South African
provincial teams.

Myself, Nigel Owens and Alain Rolland were
all given that honour, and to see the touring
Red Army and the passionate Springbok fans
up close was, and still is, a highlight of my 15
years of international rugby.
This time though, it was different. There was
no singing in restaurants with John Taylor,
the famed lion of the 1970s, Bob Skinstad,
the ex-Springbok captain and a Lions tour
group, after a match in Bloemfontein. There
was no post-match analysis over a glass of
wine with Sir Ian McGeechan and Peter De
Villiers.
But it was still a British and Irish Lions tour
to South Africa and even after a few hours
in Johannesburg it was clear how excited the
local community, the passionate fans and
the South African public were for the tour.
And the tour will still be memorable for
everyone involved; players, coaches,
referees and Rala, the legendary Lions kit
man. It’s just a shame more of you couldn’t
have witnessed it in person.
Roll on Australia 2025.
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CURRENT AND FORMER PLAYER
HONOURS.
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Andrew Porter is now
a well established Irish
International player with
37 caps at just 25 years of
age. He gained the ultimate
honour in 2021 when
he became the first Old Wesley ex Mini Rugby player to be
selected for the British & Irish Lions. Sadly, Andrew later had to
withdraw from the tour due to injury. Andrew is certainly young
enough to have other opportunities to be selected for the Lions
in the future.
Ryan Baird, another
ex Old Wesley Mini
and Youth player,
gained his first Irish
cap against Italy
during last Autumn,
and now (October
’21) at the ripe old
age of 22 has five full
international caps. He certainly has a promising career ahead
of him.
Sam Illo played all 5
matches for Ireland
in the Under 20s Six
Nations, scoring a
try on the way. He
has been rewarded
with a Connacht
contract and on foot
of his relocation has
moved to Buccaneers.
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Jack Boyle, another
player to come
through the Old
Wesley Mini and
Youth ranks, who
also played in the
Under20’s Six
Nations. Jack is now
registered to UCD
but retains strong links with Old Wesley through his brother
Andrew, cousins Stephen and Richard, dad Herbie and uncles
Eric and Colin.

CURRENT AND FORMER PLAYER HONOURS.

Howard Noonan brother
of our senior team prop
Harry, has just joined Old
Wesley from Temple Carrig
School and has played for
Leinster at under 19s and
20s this season.

Cormac Izuchukwu is
an ex Ireland 7s player.
He played a short time
with Old Wesley at
under20 and J1 and last
season was awarded a
contract with Ulster.

Ben Murphy played
for Munster A and
Leinster A, an interesting
combination. He was
selected for the Ireland
20s squad for the Six
Nations, but unfortunately,
had to withdraw due
to injury. He has been
rewarded with a place in
the Leinster Academy.
Tom Larke, at 16 years of
age played three matches
this season at out-half for
Leinster Under 18s Clubs
side, starting in two of the
matches. He scored a try
and 3 conversions against
Ulster, to help Leinster
win the Interprovincial
Championship.
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Cronan Gleeson
played for San Diego
Legions. He is currently
playing professional
rugby in Romania but
hopes to return to
Old Wesley during the
season.

Conor Maguire, after
a short spell with Welsh
side Dragons, has now
secured a contract with
Gloucester Rugby.

Congratulations to all of the above and best wishes to them all in their future rugby careers.

Andrew Egan with the girls rugby section

CLUB COMMUNITY RUGBY
OFFICER REPORT
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ANDREW EGAN
“Appointed in October of 2020, my first
real target was to create relationships
with the surrounding schools.”
The season just gone was a both disruptive
and reflective season. With the season being
predominantly non-contact, limited numbers
and sometimes remote – the club’s Mini and
Youth Section had an opportunity to reinvent
itself and how it operates. One of the steps in
doing this was creating the role and appointing
the Club Community Rugby Officer.
My journey in the club began back in 2003
– when I first played rugby on ‘Donnybrook
Beach’ as an under 6 and later in Ballycorus
playing all underage levels up to under 20. When
the role of CCRO was advertised by the club, I
was excited reading the job description and the
direction it could potentially bring to our Mini
and Youth section, as well as a way for me to
give back to my club.
Appointed in October of 2020, my first real
target was to create relationships with the
surrounding schools – I am currently working in
7 primary schools, coaching, and playing touch
rugby with the hope that they will further their
rugby journey by joining Old Wesley. This has
been very enjoyable and has become a great
tool to potentially recruit more families into the
club.
My next goal was to help create and establish a
Girls Rugby section in the club. Since November
we have had a Girls team training every Sunday
in Wesley College which has gone from strength
to strength after we took part in the IRFU and
Canterbury’s ‘Give It A Try’ programme, where
we saw a great increase in numbers. This is an
area within the club which has huge potential
going forward and one that we hope will grow
exponentially over the coming years. Following
the Christmas Lockdown, we had to reinvent
how we get content out to our players, and with

the help of our social media team and team
WhatsApp groups, we had fun video challenges
sent out to the kids to take part in, winners won
Old Wesley Noggin hats.
As we returned to rugby after Easter, we had
great opportunities to work with our incredible
volunteer coaches, Leinster CRO Jonathan
Sharkey and WDO Emily McKeown have been
extremely helpful over the past year giving
resources and workshops to all our coaches.
This helped us to constantly rethink how and
why we do things with the kids on the pitch,
ensuring it is safe and enjoyable for all that play
in Mini and Youths. I’d also like to thank them
for all their help and guidance over the last year
– I would be lost without them!
The Mini and Youth section is in a good place,
and that is solely because of the incredible
volunteers that we have around the section, I
really would like to thank Andrew Bowers, David
Foulds and Patricia Parfrey for their unwavering
efforts during an extraordinarily tough year for
rugby. A massive note of gratitude is due for our
coaches in the Mini and Youths section, who are
the real soldiers of the dawn, Sunday morning in
Ballycorus is not a place for the weary kind! The
coaches we have at this age hold a huge stake in
the development of the next generation of rugby
players coming through and rest assured they
are doing their very best.
I truly believe that Old Wesley begins and
ends with our Mini and Youth section. If you
look around every section of the club whether
it be the Seniors, the U20s or the Junior
section, there are countless players, coaches,
and managers that started their Old Wesley
journey’s either on Donnybrook Beach or up in
Ballycorus and it is these people who ensure
our clubs best interests are being looked after.
It truly is a club for life.
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OLD WESLEY TOUCH
RUGBY
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BRIAN LEVEAU
Old Wesley touch hit the
ground running in 2021 by
organising the inaugural
‘Magic Round’, our first
ever men’s and women’s
tournament.

The event was kept mostly in-house, with
Old Wesley members and friends eagerly
turning out in droves after 6 months of
sitting on the couch. The tournament
comprised of 115 players across 5 men’s
and 4 women’s teams, who duked it out on
the field to shake off some seriously dusty
cobwebs. Like all good rugby tournaments,
the post-match activities included a few
(liberally used in this instance) thirst busting
beverages in Michael and Martin’s Summer
2021 Beer garden, serenaded by DJ Al’s
dulcet playlists.
The return of touch came with an
opportunity to represent Ireland on the
international stage, with 26 Old Wesley
members being selected – swapping the
red and navy for the green of Ireland. The
games were held over the course of two
weekends in September, playing against
England, Scotland and Wales. We would like
to congratulate all the Old Wesley members,
with a particular mention to the Men’s
team who won four of their six games, only
narrowly losing to England 8-6.
The All-Ireland Touch League was run
concurrently with the International Autumn
Series over the course of three weekends in
Athlone, Dublin and Belfast.

In a hard-fought campaign, a much-depleted
Old Wesley finished as the runners-up to
eventual winners Wanderers.
Looking ahead to the 2021/22 season,
we plan to enter the European Club
Championships again and hopefully improve
upon our previous position of 4th place
in the tournament. Later this year on the
18 December, we will be running Ireland’s
largest Club competition, the Draft, as a nice
warm up for the Christmas.
More than ever before, the crossover
between the union sections of the club and
the touch section is developing, with a large
contingent of the U17s and Junior section
taking up touch as a summer sport. To add
to that, there has been an increasing number
of touch players taking up 15s, which is
fantastic for the club?
From all of us at Old Wesley Touch Rugby,
we would like to thank Wayne Sheridan,
Ivan Sutton, Michael Weafer, Martin Weafer,
Nigel Poff, David Jermyn, Ronan Bools,
Stuart Kinlan and all the other club members
who have helped us to get to where we are
now. We are incredibly grateful for all your
support and efforts to help us get back on
the field and to get back playing!
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OLD WESLEY V BARBARIANS SEPTEMBER THE 12TH 1991
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NIALL FARREN
Where does one begin to tell
the story of Old Wesley’s
greatest ever performance and,
to date, the greatest Rugby
Day in our Club’s History.

1991/92 was our centenary year and there was
extensive planning put in many years in advance
of this. At the very top of our list was to ensure
that we were in the Division 1 of the newly
formed All Ireland League and we were, having
won Division 2 in the inaugural season and
gaining promotion with our soon to be long time
rivals, Young Munster.
The “newer fan” might not be aware of this
but until the late 90s Leinster, or indeed any
provincial side, only played between 6 and 8
games per season and the main domestic rugby
attraction was Division 1 of the AIL.
In September 1991, as the Centenary season
kicked off, Old Wesley were in Division 1.
A combined Old Wesley and Cork Con (also
celebrating their centenary) are playing the
Ireland team and the Barbarians are coming
to town. I think it’s fair to say there was a great
BUZZ IN THE CLUB.
The Barbarians week kicked off with Old Wesley
travelling to Cork to join forces with Cork Con to
take on the Ireland team. As 1991 was a World
Cup year (the one where we should/could have
beaten Australia), this was a very important
warm-up game and effectively a trial for World
Cup selection which was due to be announced
two weeks later.

Every player on the Old Wesley/Cork Con team
had played either provincial, B international or
senior international in the previous season, so
all were officially in the mix for selection. The
game was entertaining and a tight affair for 70
minutes, but Ireland scored 3 late tries to win by
20+ points.
I guess nothing better demonstrates the change
in the game from 30 years ago where 2 AIL
Division 1 teams could take on an Ireland XV
and not be expected to concede a 3-digit score.
There was a big crowd in Temple Hill, with a lot
of Old Wesley supporters making the trip down,
and a great night was had by all. Oh, and for
the record, three players from the Old Wesley/
Cork Con team did make the World Cup squad,
funnily enough all from Cork Con.
On the same day Old Wesley/Con played
Ireland, the Barbarians played Scotland in their
World Cup warm up match in Murrayfield. The
game ended in a 16 all draw with Eric Rush
scoring 2 tries for the Barbarians. It was a
surprisingly low scoring match, but Scotland
were more likely focused on the World Cup
than entertaining the crowd. In case some are
wondering, it was 4 points for a try in 1991.
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OLD WESLEY V BARBARIANS SEPTEMBER THE 12TH 1991

The Barbarians were on a mini 3 game tour,
and on the Tuesday (10th) they played in Cork
against Cork Con as the centre piece of their
centenary year. The score finished 39-9 to the
Barbarians.
On Wednesday afternoon, the Barbarians squad
finally arrived in Donnybrook for a welcoming
reception in the clubhouse. Now the 21 (only
6 subs in 1991 and only in the event of injury)
on duty for Old Wesley the next day were not
present on that afternoon, so it was left to the
wider club and non-playing squad members
to do their duty and welcome our esteemed
visitors.
With rugby stars from as far afield as Australia,
New Zealand and South Africa, it was vitally
important that they saw as much of the city as
possible. Therefore, we cannot overlook the
contribution of guys like John Cody, Eamonn
Masterson and the great Borris (Gordon) Jestin
who selflessly, and with no hesitation, organised
a tour leaving Old Wesley to go to Kielys, on
to Legges, and, in some cases, I believe the
Manhattan for a carb loading breakfast. Sure KO
was not until 6pm on Thursday evening, what
harm in it!

Game day had arrived and the Old Wesley squad
met and travelled to Killiney around 2pm for
the pre match meal and usual team and tactical
talks. Our mood was giddy, as the excitement
brewed and we knew how big a game it was. The
club had been preparing for the best part of 3
years, the pre match lunch was sold out weeks
in advance and a marquee was erected in the
back car park to accommodate demand. It was
a sunny and warm September evening, perfect
for top of the ground running rugby against the
Barbarians.
Fear is one of the great motivators and, yes,
one of our main thoughts was we cannot get
hammered; we have to give a good account of
ourselves. We were well up for it and not going
to let each other or the club down. We were a
very good team, one of the best in the country
with 10 already having played for Leinster but,
as one might say, if we were offered a good
game and narrow loss we might have taken it. I
was having none of it, I knew we were going to
win but for some reason the lads doubted me!
I was fortunate over many seasons to play quite
a few games with our Captain, Christopher Pim,
for Old Wesley and Leinster and in all those
games, I never heard a negative word in terms
of the potential result, but as we left Killiney we
recall Chris saying, “look if we lose by less than
Cork Con did that will be good.”

Deryck Vincent releases
the ball from the base of
a ruck.
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I remember thinking, so just a 29 point defeat,
so that should be easy enough to orchestrate.
As the bus drove to Donnybrook we stopped
opposite a betting shop. Our centre Michael
McArdle observed “I wonder what odds the
bookies would give on Old Wesley beating the
BaBas.” We all laughed.
Donnybrook has never seen a crowd like
it. There was a real party atmosphere. The
club house was full and the back car park had
a marquee erected so we had to negotiate
car parking in Donnybrook Bus Garage. We
arrived, we warmed up and we were pumped up,
and when the game kicked off at 6pm the bars
and the Marquee were still emptying. It was a
truly magnificent occasion.
The game was played at a hectic pace and in
true ‘barbarians’ style’ with both teams moving
the ball at every opportunity. The Baba’s almost
cut us open several times early on, with Eric
Rush, Ian Hunter, Pierre Berbezier and Tony
Underwood playing like the thoroughbreds that
they are.

However, we took an early 6-0 lead when
Deryck Vincent scored an excellent try following
a blind side break and, after exchanging passes
with Bursey (David Bursey), went over close to
the posts. It wasn’t Bursey’s only try scoring
pass on the night, but it was his only one for Old
Wesley? But neither were his main contribution
which came right at the death.
The Barbarians hit back with tries by Eric Rush,
with Ian Hunter only converting one of them,
leaving the score after 20 minutes 10-6 to the
Barbarians. Immediately after the Ian Hunter
try, it looked as if the match might begin to turn
sour for Old Wesley when we lost Deryck, who
was having an outstanding game, when he was
knocked out cold. We had won the restart and
immediately moved the ball wide and Deryck
was always running a supporting line.
Yours truly flipped him a loopy overhead pass,
but Ian Hunter had also read the intention and
literally ‘collared’ Deryck and slammed him to
the ground, knocking him unconscious. There
was no malice or intent to injure, just a size
differential, and the momentum of him being at
almost full pace when he hit the ground. Today
it would be a straight Red and likely an extended
ban.

Niall Farren takes a kick
far out in front of the large
crowd on the terraces.
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OLD WESLEY V BARBARIANS SEPTEMBER THE 12TH 1991

There then followed an incident that no one
in the ground will forget and caused everyone
in the ground to go silent. As Deryck was
being stretchered off carried by four St. John’s
ambulance men, walking inside the pitch
towards the Old Wesley end on the Tennis Court
side of the ground, the stretcher quite suddenly
fell to the ground.

Sure, who needs 2 functioning legs to play
Rugby!

Immediately, one of the St. John’s ambulance
men was visibly performing CPR to someone
on the ground. I, and many others including
his family in the stand, did initially think it was
Deryck being treated but then his stretcher
quickly moved on and a second one was needed
to carry and treat the St. John’s ambulance man.
The man, Paddy Byrne, had in fact had a heart
attack and tragically for him, and his family, he
passed away later in hospital. We pray that he is
resting in peace.

On the scoreboard, I managed a penalty and
Adrian Hawe a drop goal (probably a better
strike than the more famous one) and then,
after some great running rugby by Old Wesley
and a lovely backrow move, Dessie Jackson
scored an excellent try. The Barbarians
continued to threaten, but we kept them
scoreless and reached halftime leading 16-10.
The 3rd quarter was like a dream for Old Wesley
as we kept playing excellent rugby and, without
giving a newspaper like commentary on every
score, we had converted tries from Robbie (on
fire) Love, another from Dessie Jackson and
Michael McArdle, with the only element of
luck being the bounce of the ball for Michael’s
try after Hawsey’s lovely dink over the top in
midfield.

Returning to the rugby, Dessie Jackson moved
in from 14 to 9 and Paul Allen came onto the
wing. We then suffered our second injury blow
when our Captain, Chris Pim, had to leave the
field to be replaced by his little brother Alastair.
As early as the 5th minute, Chris had managed
to break a small bone in his lower leg (I wasn’t
aware there were many small bones in the lower
leg!), but being Chris, he still managed to play on
for another 20 minutes or thereabouts.

The Barbarians only response was a very soft 4
points from Eric Champ, so when we looked at
the score board with just under 20 minutes to
play it read OWRFC 34 Barbarians 14. Is that a
misprint or miscalculation? This was making a
mockery of all pre match forecasts where every
punter gave us no chance of winning. As one
notable journalist commented “to Old Wesley’s
great credit they didn’t seek to close the game
down and play safe, they continued to play”.

Next years President,
Robbie Love offloads
to Alistair Pim
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A 20-point lead in 1991 is a 4-score lead,
surely, we couldn’t give that away inside 20
minutes? Could we? But this was the Barbarians
in September on a fast track and not Young
Munster or Shannon in the AIL in a bog in
December, where one could conceivably stick it
up our jumper and try to kill off the game.
Maybe the Barbarians woke up, maybe they
sobered up, maybe we played too much rugby,
but unfortunately, beginning with an intercept
try, they started to come back. Funny game
rugby - our pass goes to hand and we lead by 26
points with 15 minutes to go - game over.
But In the space of 15 minutes tries by the
Baba’s Lions wingers Tony Underwood (2), and
Ian Hunter (and boy did those guys have wheels)
and suddenly the score is 34-30 entering the
final few minutes.
We are still attacking and win a penalty right
out on the left hand touchline just outside the
22. We debate but knew we have to go for the
points as it will both run down the clock and,
if successful, make it a two-score game again
heading into the last minute. Again, for clarity
of any youth reading this, in 1991 if you put the
ball in touch from a penalty you didn’t get the
lineout, so it wasn’t really an option.
The kick goes and the crowd like it but it literally
shaves the paint work on the wrong side. The
Barbarians naturally run the ball from their own
dead ball line then after a

few more phases of play with some desperate
but excellent Old Wesley defence its right on
the 80th minute. Then, and I still see this in my
sleep, from a ruck in midfield on our 10-yard line
Eric Rush accelerates and breaks left. Within
a few strides he’s past the 1st line of defence
and with the after burners engaged it’s again
“good night”. There is just too much space but I
strained every fibre to force him as wide out as
possible for the 4 pointer. It’s now 34 all.
Now legend has it that our star referee on the
day, Clive Norling (the Nigel Owens of his day)
said to his fellow Welshman and very talented
international No 10, “Look Colin (Stephen’s)
there’s a minute or two to go here but if you
miss this kick, I’ll blow it up and we’re all happy
going home at 34 all”. Stephens, ignoring his
esteemed countryman’s request, promptly
added the 2 points. Now one would think that
we were devastated behind the posts after that
try as we awaited the conversion but, while we
were shaken, there were quite a few of us who
were experienced enough to know the game was
not over.
More importantly, we were a team that
were never ones to quit. Certainly, unlike
the infamous Ireland V NZ game in 2013 in
Lansdowne Rd (Cruden got 2 bites of the
cherry), when the final kick won the game by
2 points, there was no feeling or understanding
that this was the final kick. As far as I was
concerned there was still time.

Michael McArdle forces a
spill and Adrian Hawe moves
in to secure posession
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Coming Soon...
A pictorial record of Old Wesley’s record on the pitch from across
the past thirty years, filled with inspiring (and heartbreaking)
memories for playing and non playing fans of Old Wesley alike.
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OLD WESLEY V BARBARIANS SEPTEMBER THE 12TH 1991

Our leaders simply said, whatever happens we
are going to win the kick off and we are going to
score. In injury time, we almost lost Robbie Love
with a badly torn pocket. Apparently he had Eric
Rush in it for the previous 80 minutes, but he
managed to play on with just the one fit pocket!
We didn’t win the contestable kick off, but we
forced the Barbarians to concede a line out 30m
out from their line. The Barbarians got fingertips
to our line out tapping it back on their side, (my
heart did sink then). The ball bobbled about and
they knocked it on and Clive Norling put his arm
out for our scrum but given the time he may
have blown up before the scrum was allowed
to form. But then David Bursey came to our
rescue when, amidst 4 Barbarians standing
looking at the loose ball he dived on it securing
possession on the 22m line. Incidentally, the
same David Bursey recently pulled on the Old
Wesley jersey in a junior match making it the
35th consecutive season he has featured for the
club. Astonishing!

The Club and Marquee were eventually emptied
in the early hours but there are far too many
stories to tell and some never to be told – well
certainly not publicly!

What followed is the stuff of legends. A perfectly
weighted pass by Dessie, an incredible drop goal
from Hawsey put Old Wesley into the lead. The
drop goal was on the “wrong side” for a lefty,
back against the grain so needed to be timed
to perfection, and it was. Immediately after Mr
Norling signalled the score, he blew the final
whistle and the noise was just incredible, the
stand shook with the ovation. The pitch was
invaded; the party had begun. Old Wesley 37Barbarians 36 - Who wrote that script?

There is a 40 minute video of the game that can
be found on YouTube, if anyone wants to see
what rugby was like back in the last century.
It would be wrong to single out any players
specifically, as all played their part on a truly
remarkable night! Old Wesley and Barbarian
teams lined out as follows.
Old Wesley XV

Truly euphoric sporting moments happen
rarely, but when you win such a big game in
such a dramatic fashion with your teammates
and friends beside you, it really is an incredible
high. The Barbarians were stunned and gutted
as they really thought they had come back and
won it at the end. Well they weren’t all gutted as
Brian Spillane, the Irish No 8 and only Irish man
on their side, seemed just as happy for us as we
were. The celebrations at the post match dinner
were boisterous to say the least and went long
into the night and indeed into the next day and
beyond.

We met for lunch in the Guinness Hop Store
the next day and, on the way, Dermot Strong
and I went to see Deryck Vincent in the
Hospital where he had remained overnight
for observation. Vinno was in good form
but had little or no recollection of the match
and certainly he didn’t remember lining up
on the red carpet pre match to shake hands
with President Mary Robinson or scoring a
hat trick of tries in the 30mins he played! I
think his folks arrived with newspapers as
we were leaving so no doubt he cursed us “in
absentia” when the truth emerged. While not a
competitive game it still must go down as Old
Wesley’s greatest day (some may accuse me of
bias!) and a really incredible performance for
those of us lucky enough to have taken part.

15. Niall Farren 14. Des Jackson 13. Michael McArdle
12. Dermot Strong 11. Andrew Johnston 10 Adrian
Hawe 9. Deryck Vincent 8. Andrew Blair 7. Chris Pim
6. Robert Love 5. David Bursey 4. Alan Hunt 3. John
Feehan 2. Stephen Mooney 1. Henry Hurley. Subs
- Paul Allen replaced Deryck Vincent, Alistair Pim
replaced Chris Pim, John White, Philip Jones, John
Lowry and Gavin Ellis .

Barbarian XV

15. Eric Champ (Fr.) 14. Tony Underwood (B&IL &
Eng) 13. Quentin Daniels (WP/ SA) 12 Scott Pierce
(Nth Harbour/ NZxv) 11. Ian Hunter (B&IL & Eng) 10.
Colin Stephens (Wal) 9. Pierre Berbizier (Fr) 8. Brian
Spillane (Irl) 7. Eric Rush (NZ) 6. Karri Tapper (Sweden)
5. Tony Copsey (Wal) 4. Andy McDonald (Scot) 3. Mark
Lee (Eng) 2 Graham Dawe (Eng) 1. Topo Rodrigeuz
(Arg & Aust).
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30 YEARS OF THE ALL IRELAND
LEAGUE - A BRIEF HISTORY
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KEN RICHARDSON
The All Ireland League commenced in season
1990-91 and has been running non-stop for
30 years. Old Wesley has participated in the
competition every year since its introduction
from the highest to the lowest divisions.
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The initial reaction to the concept was one
of scepticism, particularly amongst the
top clubs in Leinster, with some believing
it would be the end of long standing
fixtures and the great friendships that were
associated with them. However, despite the
initial reactions, the AIL has stood the test of
time and is now firmly established as the top
amateur rugby competition in Ireland.

It soon emerged that Old Wesley was one
of the four strong teams in the division, the
others being Terenure, Bangor and Young
Munster. Three bus loads of supporters
travelled to Bangor to witness Old Wesley
win 4-3 (4 point try in those days) claiming
the initial advantage. Old Wesley went on to
win eight of the nine matches, only losing
one match narrowly to Young Munster.

The AIL started as a two division competition
with ten teams in each section playing home
or away. It was a straight 2 points for a win
and 1 for a draw; no bonus points back then!
Old Wesley qualified for Division 2 in year
one. Despite the initial scepticism, interest
in the competition grew rapidly, particularly
amongst Old Wesley supporters, with bus
loads of travelling supporters to out of town
matches being the norm in the early years.

As a result, Old Wesley were outright league
winners gaining promotion to Division 1
where they remained for six years.
Division 1 was just one step away from
international rugby. The European Cup and
the Pro14 had not yet been started, and
inter-pro matches were poorly attended and
were basically international trial matches.
So AIL Division 1 attracted large numbers of
spectators. Whilst Old Wesley did not have
any international players in their team, other
clubs did.

Club Captain Andy Blair charges for the opposition out-half
supported by future captain Chris Pim and Des Jackson.

30 YEARS OF THE ALL IRELAND LEAGUE
- A BRIEF HISTORY

Players like Mick Galwey, Peter Clohessy,
Keith Wood, Paddy Johns, Shane Byrne,
Vinny Cunningham and many others could
be playing AIL one week and for Ireland the
following week.
During their time in Division 1, Old Wesley
took some big scalps, beating every other
club at least once during their time there,
except one – St. Mary’s. The Templeville
Road side proved to be Old Wesley’s bogey
team and it took many years to eventually
claim a win.
But the bubble eventually burst and in
1997 Old Wesley was relegated to Division
2. Playing in the lower division meant
recruitment and player retention was more
difficult. This was compounded by the fact
that rugby had gone professional and many
players felt they should be earning money
out of the game; even some who would
struggle to hold a place on a junior side.
By now a third division had been added to
the competition and there were more teams
participating with up to 14 in each division.
Indeed, over the years, there were a number
of format changes before settling on the

current 5 leagues of 10 teams playing home
and away. Also, the competition adopted the
now familiar bonus point scoring system.
Over the next five years, Old Wesley
fluctuated between Division 2 and Division
3, eventually ending up in the lower division
where they played for eight years. The
aforementioned European Cup renewed the
popularity of provincial rugby and numbers
at AIL matches, even Division 1, dwindled.
However, its popularity as a competition
remained, particularly amongst once junior
clubs, very high.
On more than one occasion during their
time in the lower division, Old Wesley
faced relegation to what would have been
provincial rugby. Many members will
remember the 2007-08 season when, looking
down the barrel of relegation, an appeal went
out to members to travel to Waterpark to
support Old Wesley in their quest for a vital
win. Many members travelled and we came
away with a tight win, scoring the only try of
the match.
By sharp contrast ,the following season was
a highly successful one for Old Wesley. The
club won 11 of its 15 AIL matches finishing
second in the league, gaining promotion to
Division 2.

Deryck Vincent gets the ball away in the final match
of the 1990-91 season against Greystones.
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They also went on to win the Division 3
championship based on a four team knock
out competition, beating Queen’s University
and Corinthians.
The momentum continued and the following
season Old Wesley finished the league equal
fourth with three other clubs, just losing
out on a promotion play-off spot on scored
points difference. Old Wesley continued in
what was now called Division 2A for the
next few years, finishing mid table on most
occasions.
Season 2014-15 was the next big season for
Old Wesley. In what can only be described
as a dream season, they won the first 12
AIL matches, picking up 6 bonus points on
the way. With two matches remaining, Old
Wesley had achieved promotion to Division
1B and finishing with 13 wins out of 15
matches were outright league winners.
The following season the IRFU changed the
league format to 5 divisions of 10 teams
playing home and away - 18 matches for
each team. Then in 2016-17, Old Wesley’s
125th year, the team finished 4th in the
league earning a promotion play-off spot.

However, in the play-off semi-final
Garryowen proved too strong, firmly shutting
the door on the opportunity. Two years later,
we had another opportunity of promotion,
finishing 2nd in Division 1B. After a marathon
match, we beat Naas after extra time but the
final against UCC was a bridge too far.
And so to 2019-20, the 30th year of the
AIL. Once again it started favourably
for Old Wesley, winning the first seven
matches. But with four matches remaining,
due to Covid-19 restrictions, all rugby was
cancelled and eventually the competition
had to be abandoned. Naturally there was
no promotion and relegation. Whilst this
was, of course, the correct decision, it was
unfortunate for Old Wesley who, at the time
of cancellation, lay 2nd in the league with
a strong chance of reaching the promotion
play-off stages, or better.
2020-21 would have been the 30 year
anniversary of the start of the competition,
but, as the whole Irish rugby community
knows, the event was once again cancelled
due to Covid-19 regulations. At the time
of writing – summer 2021 – it is looking
quite optimistic that there will be an AIL
competition in 2021-22. We all hope so and
hopefully, the All Ireland League will be with
us for many years to come.

Michael McArdle makes a break before passing to
Andrew Johnston against Terenure.
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MEMORABILIA

“Plans for the future - April 1965”
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Ireland v France Match Programme 1911, featuring three Old Wesley players Full Back, “Billy” Hinton and Forwards, Charles Adams and
George Hamlet, who was the Irish Captain.

Leinster Senior Cup Programme 1962 Old Wesley v Palmerston at Lansdowne Road.
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LIONS TOUR MEMORIES

JOHN ROBBIE
Looking back on a Lions tour brings
feelings of pride, relief and even
disbelief that it ever happened.
Oh, but it also brings back memories.
What memories.
Ray Gravell was one of the hardest centres
ever to play rugby. He was also the most
insecure of men. We used to joke that in
the morning Ray would ask his room mate
“How did I sleep?” Before playing Northern
Transvaal in front of 68,000 people Ray lost
his gum guard and panicked. He started to
throw up he was so upset.
When the ref came in to check our boots,
the whole Lions side was on their hands and
knees searching for it like a flock of sheep.
It was in his pocket. When he found it he
sang Calon Lan loud and magnificently. We
smashed them. Grav passed too young.

That pales into insignificance beside fellow
replacement Tony Ward discovering,
minutes before the deciding third test in Port
Elizabeth, that he had forgotten his boots.
He sat through the whole game in his
stockinged feet praying that Ollie Campbell
would not get injured. I know because I
was the only player who knew of Wardy’s
dilemma and told him to keep it quiet to
avoid a hell of a stink. Luckily he got away
with it. Apparently Bryn Meredith did the
same in 1955 and played in borrowed boots.
I was ten feet from Rodney O’Donnell when
he broke his neck, tackling the great Danie
Gerber. Just before the St John’s ambulance
man sat Rodney up, Dr. John O’Driscoll
screamed at him to leave Rodney be. That
didn’t save Hot Rod’s career but it saved his
life.
The amazing thing is that John was only
playing because Colm Tucker sprained an
ankle at training the day before. Was the
incident bad or extremely good luck? Ask
Rodney.

Ray Gravell, the great
Welsh & Lions Centre.
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Bonding is vital on a Lions tour and thus
celebrating wins and drowning defeats is
necessary and compulsory. I remember
captain Billy Beaumont battling to make a
point to a number of Springboks and their
wives late at a function that followed a
massive Lions sorrow drowning. As Bill got
more frustrated at the lack of focus from his
audience, he realized that a chocolate gateau
was perched on his head. I wish there was a
photo.

LIONS TOUR MEMORIES

The Irish players learnt early that all the
other Lions had received a significant
monetary gift from a certain German maker
of sports equipment. We held a meeting and
by a slim majority voted not to demand the
same because we were amateurs. One of the
players told us that one day we would look
back and laugh at our naivety. I look back
now and cry.
Andy Irvine became a good mate and was
such a fabulous player that it made many of
us realise the difference between good and
great. And he had a sore hamstring for the
whole tour. What a magnificent athlete he
was.
Greystones all-time great, the late Jack
McVitty ,flew to SA when he learned that I
had a chance to make the final test. After the
game, which we won, he asked if I could get
him into the select function. I lied to Doctor
Danie Craven and told him Jack was my dad.
My real dad had passed two years earlier.
Craven was delighted and Jack gave him a
Greystones tie which he immediately put on.

Tony Ward kicks
for goal for the Lions.

All went off well but when we emigrated to
South Africa a year later and until he died,
the Doc kept asking me about my father.
Jack, you made a liar out of me.
Should we have gone to South Africa in
those distant days? Probably not. Would
us not going have made a great difference?
Probably not. That the recent tour took
place in SA, despite the challenges, is
hugely important for rugby. To have played
elsewhere would have been the thin edge of
a wedge that would have allowed the Lions
philosophy to be changed on a whim.
The games might have been grinding and
the bubble conditions difficult but I know
that, in the years to come every single player
will cherish very special memories and ,
hopefully, will get to share them.
Love to all at Old Wesley

John in action for the
British and Irish Lions in
1981 against South Africia.
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Wesley College Dublin
Committed to academic excellence and the
development of the whole person, Wesley College
provides the best possible start in life for every
student.








High academic standards
Unrivalled library, music and technology centres
Outstanding sporting facilities – rugby, hockey,
tennis and badminton
Five and seven day boarding options with modern,
high quality boarding facilities
Friendly and positive community atmosphere
SEC grants, music scholarships and bursaries
available
Just 500m from the M50 - set in 50 acres.

Wesley College prides itself on its positive ethos,
Christian values, extra-curricular programme, pastoral
care and inclusive community spirit. Please contact the
College for a prospectus or to arrange to see the
College and our boarding facilities.

Prove all things;
hold fast that
which is good.
1 Thessalonians, chap.5, v.21

Wesley College, Ballinteer, Dublin 16
Telephone: (353) 1 2987066 Fax: (353) 1 2987406 Email: info@wesleycollege.ie
Website: www.wesleycollege.ie
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RORY STYNES RETIREMENT

MORGAN LENNON
As the all-time Old Wesley AIL cap
record holder with 158 games played,
Rory has given countless contributions
to matches and victories that are too
numerous to mention.
Ever since I joined Old Wesley as a coach
of the U20’s in 2008, Rory Stynes has been
part of the fabric of the club. Encouraged to
come and play for Old Wesley by Dan Van
Zyl, having played under him for Leinster and
Ireland underage teams, Rory committed to
our club.
Commitment is a word that has been
extremely important to Rory over the 10 plus
years he has been involved in the club. He
has been a pillar of commitment to all his
coaches and teammates that he has played
for and with. His unwavering support of
every individual within the Senior squad in
Old Wesley is an example to, not just young
players coming through, but also to anyone
who is going to commit to playing at this
level of sport for such a long period of time.

His longevity and consistency are also a
credit to him. His ability to ‘reinvent’ his role
in the team over the past couple of years
has been remarkable. Quite simply, he made
himself irreplaceable by developing his
level of place kicking beyond anyone else in
the squad. His meticulous preparation and
practice demonstrated how important being
consistent in everything you do becomes key
to success.
Rory has been akin to having a top-class
soccer goalkeeper in your side week in and
week out. His faultless displays in the number
15 jersey allowed the rest of the team to feel
comfortable every time they were turned
around by an opposition kick or the ball went
high into the air. His understanding of where
to be, and when to be there, would appear
instinctive if you had not seen how hard he
worked on the training field to master this
element of his game.

Rory sets another attack
in motion with Captain
Philip Hosie in support
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Club “Person of
the Year Award”
2020-2021

Congratulations to Wayne
Sheridan who was awarded
‘Club Person of the Year’ for
2020-2021 by Club President
Nigel Poff.

131 Rathgar Road, Rathgar, Dublin 6
E: david@dcopeland.ie
W: www.dcopeland.ie
P: 01-4964 972 / M: 087-9690 935.

RORY STYNES RETIREMENT

Rory’s ability to put things behind him and
process things quickly have been hugely
important too. He doesn’t allow his mistakes
to bother him (of which there were few) and
always moved on quickly – both traits will
stand him in good stead with his new found
love of golf!
Rory has already been identified as someone
who has a great future in coaching, and he
is currently making his mark with the latest
crop of U20’s. It has been said that he is
already demonstrating his infamous ‘show
and go’ move to some of their outside backs!
Rory is a club man, an Old Wesley man, who
I am proud to have coached and prouder to
call a friend. I hope that his Mum, Barbara,
Dad, Brendan, and brother Eoin will still
come to the games and sit in the stand to
support the club, as they have done over the
past decade.
I know that he has many things to look
forward to over the coming years, not least
getting married next June to the lovely Vicky,
who (some may know) he met when he was
coerced into the Old Wesley Strictly Come
Dancing event.

It is fantastic that the club were able to
contribute to Rory’s future in such a way
when he has contributed so frequently to the
clubs on-pitch success over the past 12 years.
As the all-time Old Wesley AIL cap record
holder with 158 games played, Rory has
given countless contributions to matches
and victories that are too numerous to
mention. He has also helped steer our
leadership group, never shirking any tough
conversations that were needed, helped
develop and implement ideas around
game understanding and tactics and most
importantly, Rory contributed heavily to
some of the great nights in and away from
the club that will always live fond in the
memories! Put simply, to have someone like
Rory in your player group, in your club, can
only be described as priceless and leaves a
large void in our senior group.
In my eyes, Rory epitomises the phrase ‘club
legend’, I can only wish him every success
in his coaching career, marriage to Vicky
and all of the things that may come with
that. I am going to miss having him on the
away bus trips, and most of all on the pitch,
barking orders from the back, but we will
undoubtedly see him in the player’s bar for a
beer as often as he can be there!

Great shot of Rory
retaining posession
under pressure
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LEINSTER REPRESENTATIVE
ON THE IRFU

Robert Deacon
Robert Deacon has been a member
of Old Wesley since leaving Kilkenny
College in 1973. He has served in
numerous Club Roles, including
President in 2008-09.

In 2015-16 he was elected as the Old Wesley
Representative to the Leinster Branch and
four years later was elected President of
Leinster Branch where he remains ex-officio on
the Leinster committee and is still Old Wesley’s
Branch Representative.

He is also a member of the Age grade Rugby
Committee, the 3rd level Rugby Committee,
the Woman’s Rugby Committee, the IRFU
Charitable Trust, the Club Assistance
Committee, the AIL Promotions Committee and
the Club Affairs Committee.

In 2020 Robert was co-opted as a Leinster
Representative on the IRFU committee. His
duties (which are many) within the IRFU include
Chair of the Youths Rugby Committee and Chair
of the Mini Rugby Sub Committee.

Luckily for Robert, he retired from full time
employment in April 2021, which, hopefully,
gives him more time for this huge commitment
with the IRFU. These roles are all voluntary
and we wish Robert all the best with his future
involvement within the IRFU.

8, The Village Centre,
Lucan Road,
Lucan,
Co. Dublin
Tel: 01 628 0706
email: gugs@eircom.net
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A helping hand
to those in need

Protestant Aid exists to help relieve the distress
of financial hardship and deprivation on a
strictly non-denominational basis, treating all
calls for help equally, regardless of religious or
social backgrounds.
Protestant Aid helps people throughout the
Republic whose difficulties have been brought
to light through social workers and clergy.

If you have a real financial problem, or know
someone else who does, ask your Rector or
social worker to get in touch with us.
• GENERAL GRANTS
• ANNUITIES
• HEATING GRANTS
• EDUCATION GRANTS
• THIRD-LEVEL LOANS

Tel: 01 668 4298. Email: info@protestantaid.org
www.protestantaid.org

Support our sponsors

PHILIP ORR’S NON-PLAYING CAREER

Philip Orr ceased to be a member of the
Union Committee following the IRFU Annual
Council Meeting in July 2021. He continues in
his role as one or the IRFU representatives
on the World Rugby Council but they will
not automatically be members of the Union
Committee following the recent IRFU
governance changes.
Instead, they will sit on an IRFU International
Affairs Committee together with the IRFU
representatives on Rugby Europe, EPCR
European Professional Club Rugby and
the new URC United Rugby Championship,
formerly the PRO14. He also continues as a
member of the Barbarians Committee, which
he has been elected to since 2008.
Following his various roles in Old Wesley,
culminating as President in our Centenary
season in 1991-1992, Philip was elected to
succeed Stan Browning as Old Wesley’s
representative to the Leinster Branch in
2000. He was quickly involved with the
talented underage players and took on the
role as manager of the Leinster U21s in 2001,
which changed to the Leinster U20s age
group in 2006.

Philip continued as manager of the Ireland
U20s until he was elected to the Union
Committee as one of the Leinster Branch
representatives in 2009.
During his 12 year’s tenure, he served on
various IRFU Committees which included
the AIL Committee, Rugby Committee, Rep
Game Committee, Referees Committee,
Commercial & Marketing Committees and
was chair of the Disciplinary Committee until
he was elected IRFU President for the 20172018 season. The highlight of that season
was of course when Ireland won the Grand
Slam in Twickenham on St. Patrick’s Day.
Despite his many IRFU and World Rugby
Council commitments over the years,
Philip has always made the time to attend
club matches and functions along with
maintaining a keen interest in the running of
the club. He has been and will remain a great
ambassador for Old Wesley RFC.
We in would like to take this opportunity to
thank Philip for his wonderful contribution
to Irish and Leinster rugby and we wish him
and Ann all the very best in the years ahead.

He also managed the first ever Ireland Club
Team who played Scotland in 2006 and
was then appointed manager of the Ireland
U20s which won a grand slam in 2007.
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In remembrance
George McCullagh
A Life Member of Old Wesley, George joined the
club after leaving Dundalk Grammar School.
He played Junior Rugby for a number of years
and was on one of the first club tours to Kings
Norton. He also travelled to Canada on the Old
Wesley centenary tour in 1992. He served as
Hon. Treasurer and later International Ticket
Secretary.
An astute businessman, George rose to the
position of MD of Brown Thomas Group.
Through this connection Brown Thomas became
one of Old Wesley’s first Club Sponsors during
the early years of the All Ireland League. Hailing
from Ballybay in Co. Monaghan, George moved
to Dublin for work reasons and lived for some
time at the Harding Boys Home.
He then moved to live in a house in Garville
Avenue sharing with, amongst others, two
other Old Wesley luminaries, Jack Gallagher and
Johnny Meldrum.

In his younger years,
George worked for
Kinnears where he
qualified as a Chartered
Accountant, before
moving to Purtells and
then Ormsby and Rhodes
where he became a
partner, before taking over
at Brown Thomas on the recommendation of
Galen Weston.
George took a leading interest in Dublin
Chamber, serving as President, and he was
a director of a number of companies and
organisations including Castle Park School,
and the PA Foundation, a Presbyterian Church
charity. He was one of the founders of the
Dublin Christian Aid Committee and also worked
with Miss Carr’s Home and Taney School. George
is survived by his wife Edie, and children Ken,
JG
Bruce, Joy and Mervyn.		

Cecily Pratt 1945 – 2021
Cecily Pratt died in January 2021, following
complications associated with Motor Neuron
Disease. Her funeral took place in Brens,
France. Cecily and her husband Iain had
moved to live in Vielmur-sur-Agout, Tarn,
France in 2003.
Cecily, the eldest daughter of the late Bill and
Hazel Shiel, played a prominent role in the life
of Old Wesley in the 1960s and 1970s.
Together with Hazel and sister Sylvia, she
was an ever-present participant in a very
active Ladies Committee, providing generous
hospitality to visiting teams from across the
country.
Cecily and her husband Iain (former Hon.
Secretary of the Club), instigated the popular
Candlelight Dinners, held on Friday nights
during the season.
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She also supported
Bill in his year of Club
Presidency (1974-1975)
and later became
one of the first ladies
to be elected to full
membership of the Club.
Cecily’s younger brother,
the late Alan, played prop forward for several
seasons at junior level in the Club.
Old Wesley extends its condolences to Iain and
family, Jonnie, Andy, Caroline (CJ) and Vicki on
their sad loss.
				DRJ

In remembrance
Norman Adams 1941-2021
Norman Adams was a member of Old Wesley
since 1963. He was educated at Mountjoy School
and Trinity College. He joined KPMG where he
qualified as a chartered accountant. Norman
played junior rugby for Old Wesley in the 2nd
row and back row.
After retiring from the game he was a great
supporter of the club. He was a regular at club
matches and social events. He survived a brush
with cancer and travelled the country with Bobby
Macken, Dudley Foster and his other Old Wesley
friends, supporting the club in the All Ireland
League.
His father, Charles Adams, also an Old Wesley
member, won 16 caps for Ireland between 1908
and 1914.

This was something
Norman was very proud
of and he had many old
photographs featuring his
father.
He was a lifelong member
of Malahide Cricket Club
serving as Hon Treasurer
for 27 years and as Club
President for two terms. Sadly Norman’s wife,
Patience, died shortly after him.
They are survived by sons William and Robin.

				BM

Barbara Kinlan
On the 15th of April last a dark cloud
descended over Old Wesley as the club
members learned of the death of long time
club supporter and volunteer Barbara Kinlan.
Barbara’s association with Old Wesley began
when she married club stalwart Willie Kinlan,
who played on the first team for many years.
As well as supporting Willie on match days,
Barbara also became involved in the Club,
where she served on the ladies committee and
did many long hours running the club bar.
Barbara and Willie went on to raise three fine
sons, Mark, David and Stuart, who all became
members and players at Old Wesley. She
would also be proud of the fact that her
granddaughter, Victoria, was recently

selected for Leinster
Under 18s women.
All who knew Barbara
will remember her as a
very kind lady who was
always ready for a laugh
and a joke but, above all,
was always ready to help
her club Old Wesley.
For me, it was both a pleasure and a privilege
to have known Barbara for many years and
to have enjoyed great times in her and Willie’s
company. To Willie, Mark, David Stuart, and
the rest of her family, we extend our sincerest
condolences.
				EF
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In remembrance
Syd Stephens

Sydney Stephens was born on a farm in
Ballygarret, Co Wexford and attended The
King’s Hospital.
After leaving school he moved to Dublin
after securing a job with Parkes Wholesaler.
However, some years later he returned to
Wexford, to take over the family farm following
a family bereavement.
Syd played front row and back row at various
levels for Old Wesley during the 1960’s when he
was working in Dublin. After he moved back to
Wexford, he retained his membership and was
a regular at club matches and events.
His interest increased after his son Mark joined
Old Wesley, where he played for a number of
seasons. In recent years Syd enjoyed attending
the Old Wesley occasional Thursday lunches.

Billy
Gorman
Would like to offer
Old Wesley RFC
best wishes for the
2021 - 2022 Season

Two of Syd’s great Old
Wesley friends, Mel
Smyth and Jack Gallagher,
recall visiting his farm
many years ago, where
they would help out
with harvesting and
other seasonal farming
activities. No doubt, the
chat continued for many hours after.
Syd was predeceased by his wife, Hazel a few
years ago. He is survived by his children, Mark,
Lynn and Nigel.
				MS & JG

In remembrance

Piers White Obituary

It came as a huge shock to all in Old Wesley
Rugby Club when we discovered that Piers White
had died in tragic circumstances while climbing
Mount Kenya last January.
Piers always had an in infectious enthusiasm
for the passions in his life and the people
around him. It was these attributes that saw him
contribute so much to Old Wesley Rugby Club as
a player, manager and social committee member.
Piers was a stalwart of Junior rugby for many
years. As a player, he turned out on the wing;
one particularly prolific season springs to mind
when he earned the moniker ‘Try -Time White’ ,
for his ability to cross the whitewash.
He was at the forefront of organising a number
of highly memorable and successful junior tours
to Germany and Spain. When he finally hung
up his boots he made a smooth transition to
management, where his drive, leadership and
organisational skills were always to the fore.
Off the pitch, Piers brought that same drive
and leadership to his professional life. He was
always on the lookout for the next challenge. He
was a successful entrepreneur running his own
business, a teacher, a sports coach and more
latterly the commercial director in Mondello
Park.
It was in the charity sector however, where
he made his greatest impact He played a
instrumental role in making the Run in the Dark

series into the movement
it has become, and a
major fundraiser for the
Mark Pollock Trust and the
incredible work they are
doing in terms of recovery
from catastrophic spinal
injury.
Following his experience
with Mark , he also ran Stepping Stone
Accommodation, a Dublin-based rental charity
with 29 units for people at risk of homelessness.
Whether it was through his work or in his social
and recreational pursuits, Piers made a lasting
impression in a relatively short life, but one that
was packed full. Mark Pollock perhaps summed
it up best in a tribute to his friend, “Piers had too
much life in him for it to be true that he is gone.
And, I’m so sad that he’s not going to just appear
again – I just hope he went to sleep that night
on the mountain happy that he was out there
doing it again; living life. Thank you, for being
you, Piers.”
Our thoughts are with his parents Jeffrey and
Naomi, his siblings Jonathan, Vyvian, Richard,
and Miranda , his extended family and wide
circle of close friends.
May he rest in peace.
				IW

Bobby Garrett
Bobby Garrett passed away peacefully on the
18th December 2020 after a long life of 89
years. He had a great love of all sport, playing
soccer in his youth. He became a member of Old
Wesley when his sons David and Trevor played
for the club, and continued his loyal support by
regularly attending AIL home and away matches
with them.

Above all, he was a true
gentleman and a real
family man who was
so proud of his sons,
his grandchildren Zoe
and Ben, and his great
grandchildren Jack and
Brian.

Unable to attend in recent years due to ill health,
he never lost his interest in how the club was
doing. A quiet man with a great sense of humour
and a very sharp wit, whose company it was
always good to be in.

We extend our deepest
sympathies to his wife Gloria, to David and Ros,
to Trevor and Niamh, and to his wider family. He
will be sadly missed by his many friends in Old
Wesley.
			
WC
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HAPPY 100 YEARS FROM OLD
WESLEY TO GALWEGIANS.

A Club for Life

HENRY
ANDERSON
Connacht rugby has long been blessed with
dedicated souls who kept rugby football going
within the province despite many difficulties.
Foremost among them was Henry J. Anderson.
Born on the 17th of March in Capetown, he
attended the Galway Grammar school and later
graduated from Queen’s University in Galway.
He chose the profession of dentistry. Henry
Anderson was the first Connacht man to be
capped for Ireland, receiving that honour four
times between 1903 & 1906, while a member of
the Old Wesley club.
He made his debut against England on the wing
on the 14th of February 1903 in Lansdowne
Road, Ireland beat England 6-0 that day. He
died on the 9th November 1949, aged 67
years, in Moran’s hotel, Dublin, on the eve of a
Connacht v Leinster Interprovincial.
Anderson later went on to become one of the
founders of Galwegians RFC in 1922 becoming
their first President, holding that office for 10
years.
At the Annual General meeting of the IRFU
in October 1937, Connacht gained direct
representation to the union committee for the
first time since the old haphazard days of the
19th century. Henry Anderson was nominated
as the Connacht representative and a worthy
one he proved.
He later went on to serve as President of the
IRFU in 1945 – 1946. Galwegians RFC have
provided 7 Presidents to the IRFU, more than
any other club.

Henry J Anderson on
the occasion of his
first Irish Cap in 1903
against England.

He was the first President of Galwegians as a
founding member between 1922 – 1931 & spent
30 years as President of Connacht rugby, during
this time he opened a new sports facility in 1927
called ‘The Sportsground’ - which remains the
home of Rugby in Connacht today.
He was Commodore of the Royal Galway Yacht
Club for umpteen years. Today there are four
generations of Old Wesley Anderson’s who
continue the legacy.
Old Wesley RFC wish Galwegians RFC every
good wish and congratulations in their
Centenary year.
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Cleaners of
Old Wesley Rugby Kit
Wish Old Wesley RFC
all the best
for the new season
121 – 123 Main Street,
Ranelagh, Dublin 6.
Tel: 01 4910592

TRIAL LAW CHANGES

KEN RICHARDSON

World Rugby has introduced some new
Law Changes, and these will be in place
throughout this season on a trial basis.

Flying wedge
To sanction the three person pre-bound miniscrum by redefining the flying wedge.

Some of them are innovative and are quite
apparent, like the 50:22 line-out and the
goal line drop out, but others are more
subtle, such as changes in relation to the
tackle and the ruck.

Primary intention - To reduce number of
events where the ball carrier and multiple
support players are in contact (latched) prior
to contact, and to protect the tackler who can
be faced with the combined force of three
opposing players.

There is even a new player reference called a
jackler, which refers to a player who is trying
to steal the ball from the opposition at a
ruck. The following is a short description of
these changes and their intention.
50:22
If the team in possession kicks the ball from
inside their own half indirectly into touch inside
their opponents’ 22, they will throw into the
resultant lineout. The ball cannot be passed
or carried back into the defensive half for the
50:22 to be played. The phase must originate
inside the defensive half.
Primary intention - To encourage the defensive
team to put more players in the backfield,
thereby creating more attacking space and
reducing defensive line speed.
Goal line drop-out
If the ball is held up in, in-goal, there is a knockon from an attacking player in, in-goal or an
attacking kick is grounded by the defenders in
their own in-goal, then play restarts with a goal
line drop-out anywhere along the goal line.

1-player pre-latched
To recognise the potential for 1-player prelatching prior to contact, but this player must
observe all of the requirements for a first
arriving player, particularly the need to stay on
their feet.
Primary intention - To be more consistent in
the management of the 1-person pre-latched
player.
Cleanout and the safety of the jackler
To introduce a sanction for clean outs which
target or drop weight onto the lower limbs.
Primary intention - To reduce injury risk to the
player being cleaned out.
Further details and examples can be found on
the World Rugby website at:
www.world.rugby/the-game/laws/globallaw-trials

Primary intention - To encourage variety in
attacking play close to the goal line and to
increase ball in play time by replacing a scrum
with a kick that must be taken without delay. An
opportunity for counter attack is also created.
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A Club for Life

Support our sponsors

JOIN

THE OLD WESLEY
SUPPORTERS CLUB DRAW

€2,370
MUST BE WON
EVERY MONTH

Are you in to win?

NOW, more than ever
YOUR support is
NEEDED
PRIZE FUND ALMOST €30,000 PER YEAR
A single unit is just €10 per month - You can also
increase your number of units thereby increasing the
chances of winning!
To join simply use the address below and complete
the form online.
https://www.oldwesley.ie/about/club-shop-hire/
club-draw/

OR
Contact any of the Supporters Club Draw team:
Robbie Love, M: 086 887 1110,
E: robbie.love45@gmail.com
David Priestman, M: 087 258 1628,
E: dave@sheeraninsurances.com
Alan Chapman, M: 086 233 3589,
E: chapmanconsultancy1@gmail.com
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AVAIL OF OUR SUPERB FACILITY
FOR YOUR CORPORATE OR
SPECIAL EVENT

A Club for Life

MICHAEL WEAFER

Club Manager

PAULINE FARREN

Administrator

Old Wesley clubhouse in
Donnybrook is the club’s
heartbeat all week –
especially on match-day.

The Panoramic Room upstairs at the
clubhouse has space for up to 150 sitdown guests and the ground level Players
Bar holds a further 150. As well as a fullystocked bar, the club serves a high standard
of food from the adjoining kitchen providing
high end menu options for members, private
and corporate events. The vista from the
Panoramic Room over the famous Leinster
grounds offers a prestigious location for you
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to host your special event, be it a corporate
event or a special celebration. Above all,
Michael and his team promise to help you
deliver an occasion that will create longlasting memories.
Contact Michael on 087 397 0479 or
Pauline on 01 668 9153 or
email info@oldwesley.ie and they will be
pleased to help you organise every detail.

Proudly Supporting

Old Wesley Rugby Football Club

Offices in Dublin, Cork, Limerick and Mullingar
Tel:
Fax:
Email:
Web:

+353 (0)1 266 6000
353 (0)1 266 6620
requests@aon.ie
www.aon.ie

MacDonagh Boland Crotty MacRedmond Ltd. t/a Aon MacDonagh Boland
is regulated by the Financial Regulator

We are proud
to support
Old Wesley Rugby
Football Club
For all your banking needs contact
David Markham for Stillorgan,
Dun Laoghaire, Dundrum branches

087 708 3159

permanent tsb p.l.c is regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland.

BMK5791

